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EDITORS' NOTE I TABLE OF CONTENTS
It's been a long month.
This year, almost 30 candidates are running to represent you in 12 elected positions. All of them have been
bombarding you (and us) with dubious platform points,
bad information and bad faith arguments — and, occasionally, a really good idea.
Our goal with this issue is to walk you through this
mess. We've attended and covered every debate, every
scandal and every development. We've interviewed every
candidate, some of them multiple times. We've delved
into every platform and decided if they're full of possible
goals, a whole lot of hogwash or a sinister cocktail of both.
But ultimately, all of this only matters because of you.
The reason we cover these races — aside from the glorious, delicious drama — is because we know these positions have real, demonstrable effects on what gets done
at UBC and what doesn't. You have a right to an informed
choice about who represents you — if you want it.
So go vote on March 11 to 15. Democracy doesn't work
unless you do.
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VP EXTERNAL
Current AMS VP External Cristina
Ilnitchi is running for re-election
on a platform of amplifying student
voices nationally, advocating for
affordable education and engaging
in collaborative advocacy.
Ilnitchi sees her platform as an
evolution of her campaign last year
based on feedback she has received
during her tenure.
"This portfolio sees some of the
biggest impacts on students, but
progress is often quite slow because
of the nature of the work," she said.
"It's incredibly important to have
continuity."
Ilnitchi hopes to make education
more affordable by advocating for
lower interest on federal loans,
as well as more up-front needsbased grants and open educational
resources. Last month, her advocacy
efforts proved successful when the
BC government announced the
elimination of interest on provincial
student loans.
For
graduating
students,
Ilnitchi
wants
to
continue

advocating for increased work and
research opportunities, as well as
greater access to citizenship for
international students.
She also aims to continue working
on the provincial sexual violence
working group to ensure that it is
treated as a "high priority" by the
ministry of advanced education.
Lastly, Ilnitchi said she would
"[fight] for a better UBC for future
students through collaborative
advocacy with Indigenous students,
by fighting for climate change and
securing the SkyTrain to UBC." In
January, Vancouver City Council
endorsed expanding the SkyTrain
to UBC.
Looking back on her term,
Ilnitchi owned up to her mistakes.
During the Great Debate,
opponent Riley Ty criticized her
for failing to consult survivors in
the reversed decision to close down
the Sexual Assault Support Centre's
support services and the Indigenous
communities in her advocacy with
the federal government. He also

touched on the delayed consultation
on the professional governance act,
which affects certain STEM fields.
"I think I've learned a lot this year
about what it means to meaningfully
collaborate with student advocates
at UBC," she said.
"If I get elected to stay on for
another year, I won't be making
the same mistakes again. That's
why you'll see ... one of my
biggest platform points is to do
... collaborative advocacy with
Indigenous students."
Moving forward, Ilnitchi said
the biggest challenge she foresees
if re-elected is the upcoming
federal election and how students
can highlight their priorities to
candidates.
She said that her work in the past
year to develop strong relationships
with student associations across
Canada would prove useful in the
elections in providing a unified
student voice to different political
parties.
"One ofthe reasons I'm so excited

to have the opportunity to perhaps
continue on in the VP External role
is because I've already created the
really important relationships with

politicians and student advocates,"
she said.
"... And I want to continue this
work." 1

Shelling added that he would
also work on holding the provincial
government accountable to its
climate promises, especially with the
recent announcement of the climate
action plan CleanBC.
In anticipation of the upcoming
federal election, Shelling hopes to
get students more engaged in federal
politics through a Get Out the Vote
campaign.
In terms of transit, Shelling vows
to continue the work of current AMS
VP External Cristina Ilnitchi — who
is also running for re-election — on
securing the SkyTrain expansion to
UBC, while also advocating for more
busses to ease congestion.
Similarly, he would also expand
current lobbying efforts on other
campaigns, such as advocacy for
affordable housing.
"It's definitely important to keep
continuing advocacy that's currently
being done, and not lose sight of it,
while also maintaining short-term
goals," he said.
Besides his current work in the

VP External office, Shelling would
also draw on his previous experience
as a first vice-president of the InterFraternity Council (IFC). He was
also briefly the interim president of
the IFC, when their former president
resigned after being accused of
making insensitive remarks about
sexual assault.
One year later, Shelling said
that situation taught him that
"being complacent is not an
excuse." Shelling added that
he has worked with the Sexual
Assault Support Centre this past
year to implement workshops on
healthier masculinities, consent
and bystander training. He has also
participated in re-writing the IFC's
sexual violence bylaws and lobbied
to the provincial government on
this issue.
"The experience that I gained
from [going to the provincial
government] also is very important,"
Shelling said. "Because I am very
comfortable advocating to a large
group of people."

Will Shelling is running for a
promotion to AMS VP External on a
platform of "equity and accessibility."
Currently the associate VP

External, Shelling wants to "remove
the barriers that students face" when
applying to and attending UBC.
One of Shelling's main goals —

which he admits is the hardest goal
to achieve — is reducing interest
rates on federal student loans down
to just prime rate, from prime-plus2.5-per-cent for the variable rate or
prime plus-5-per-cent for the fixed
rate.
"The reasoning behind that is just
because BC recently cut interest rates
on student loans, and that was huge,"
he said.
"It's kind of ambitious, but it's also
realistic."
He also wants the province to
switch to providing upfront instead
of completion grants to help students
face the costs of starting university,
something the VP External office is
already lobbying for.
Beyond financial security, Shelling
raised the importance of collective
climate advocacy. In particular,
he hopes to work with student
unions across Canada to create a
"comprehensive
post-secondary
climate action plan."
"We're stronger when we
advocate together," Shelling said.

Riley Ty, an AMS councillor for the
Science Undergraduate Society, is
running to be AMS VP External on
a platform of mental health support,
financial security and improved
transportation.
One of Ty's main goals is lobbying
the provincial government to
subsidize insurance for UBC students
so they are able to seek professional
mental health services off-campus.
While acknowledging that this will
be challenging, Ty believes that it is
necessary.
"One of the greatest things I've
noticed ... is that the UBC [mental
health] systems are overpacked," he
said, adding that he wants to redirect
government focus away from the
24/7 hour hotline towards more inperson support
For financial support, Ty hopes
to eliminate the federal tuition tax
credit — a non-refundable tax credit
for those attending post-secondary
— for domestic students, in favour of
upfront grants for middle and low-

income families.
Regarding transit, Ty said he
would continue advocating for
the SkyTrain extension to UBC —
but he also wants to push the BC
government to allow private ridehailing services like Uber.
"I think that a private solution
accompanied with a public long-term
solution would solve both our shortterm and long-term transportation
needs," Ty said at the Great Debate.
Ty also acknowledged the work of
current VP External Cristina Ilnitchi,
who is seeking re-election.
But he believes that the amount of
communication done with the public
was severely lacking in multiple
advocacy campaigns, adding that he
would work on improving external
communication if elected.
He added that he also wants to
re-introduce the equity caucus for
another channel of consultation.
"I want to bring back the equity
caucus and I want to codify it," he
said. "So that we have to consult

them before we take any action that
will directly impact one or more so
groups on that committee."
Ty himself has been called out
by other candidates in this race for
his efforts at holding executives
accountable. In the Great Debate,
opponent Will Shelling — who is
the current associate VP external
— challenged Ty's record of
accountability, since he voted against
censuring the AGM executives last
October.
"I do kind of regret it," Ty told The
Ubyssey.
Moving forward, he hopes to
implement new measures to ensure
that executives are held accountable,
like removing executive voting power
from AMS Council.
"It's already hard enough to take
a stance, to hold [an AMS executive]
accountable," he said. "But it makes
it more difficult when they can vote
against you."
Ty then stressed that students
should not vote for certain

WILL SHELLING

CRISTINA ILNITCHI

RILEY TY

candidates simply because they
are currently associated with the
portfolio that they are running
for — a clear reference to his two
opponents.

"This is not a dynasty, despite me
wearing a Hand of the King pin," he
said. "Under this administration,
winter has come. Vote for me to bring
the spring." '21
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VPACADEMIC
"If we want to be moving forward
with full divestment, we really need
to be showing that sustainable
investing is a solution to it and that
these investments can thrive," she
said.
Burnham said she would also
work to put Indigenous issues at the
"forefront" of every conversation
and policy proposal, noting that
decolonization and reconciliation are
"super key" to the AMS's mission.
In the past, she supported
Indigenous
students
on
the
administrative level while they
worked to created the Indigenous
committee.
If elected, Burnham said she
wants to focus on tangible goals that
build on her existing work under the
VPAUA portfolio.
"I have a lot of tangible
experience both within the AMS
and understanding the ways that it
operates and the way that this office
takes shape, but also in understanding
the work that's already been done
and where we can move and grow,"
she said. 'JJ

After spending the past year working
within the AMS VP Academic and
University Affairs (VPAUA) office,
Julia Burnham says she is ready to
take on its top role.
Burnham's platform includes

supporting the Sexual Assault
Support Centre (SASC), pushing
UBC to divest and informing students
on advocacy.
The fourth-year First Nations
and Indigenous studies major has

significant experience advocating
for students as the current AMS
academic campaigns and outreach
commissioner. She also spent three
years as a Ubyssey staff writer, an
experience she says allowed her
to hold both the AMS and UBC to
account.
She is also running to be a senatorat-large.
"People should vote for me
because I have a track record of
holding the university accountable,"
she said. "That's a value that I still
hold even though I work within the
AMS."
A key priority for Burnham is
supporting services that aid survivors
of sexual violence and students living
with mental illness. As someone who
has experienced both, Burnham said
she has "navigated a lot of red tape
trying to advocate" for herself at
UBC. She's passionate about helping
students access support on campus.
She added that she would
keep the SASC at the forefront of
conversations around UBC's sexual
misconduct policy, especially with its

As UBC Residence Hall Association
(RHA) president, Vandita Kumar has
advocated on behalf of approximately
12,000 students living in residence.
Now she says she's ready to up the
ante as AMS VP Academic and
University Affairs (VPAUA).
The third-year arts student wants
to restructure the VPAUA's approach
to advocacy and push for affordability
and better mental health support.
Kumar is critical ofthe Academic
Experience Survey, an annual survey
that the AMS uses to gauge students'
experiences with finance, housing,
UBC and the AMS, amongst other
topics.
She said it's a useful tool the
VPAUA office has become too reliant
on, causing them to neglect more
comprehensive student feedback.
"A lot of complex issues can't
really be reflected through trends,"
she said.
Instead, Kumar wants to
advocate for a targeted approach that
prioritizes underrepresented groups.
That might look like "setting up

specific channels of communication
to make sure that we're talkingto all of
the students at UBC in representative
ways," she said.
Kumar's next priority is to
continue the work the VPAUA office
has done on affordability. While she
plans to tackle tuition consultation
if elected, Kumar wants to focus on
other ways of increasing affordability
for students like expanding access to
open educational resources.
Another top priority for Kumar
is access to better mental health
support on campus, which she hopes
to achieve by increasing space for
counselling services.
In her work at the RHA, Kumar
said she has seen firsthand how
UBC's lacklustre mental health
support frustrates students. She
says much of the support offered to
students is too little too late, "when
they're already kind of drowning."
She added that students whose
situations are deemed not serious
enough for immediate counselling
are often given referrals to outside

resources, which leads to a crisis
of confidence in UBC's support
systems.
"In most of the cases that I've
seen, people just feel more hesitant
to kind of reach out for help after
you get pushed aside the first time,"
she said.
Kumar also wants to push for a
cultural change in perceptions and
conversations surrounding mental
health.
"We talk about mental health
when Thrive Week comes around,
when Bell Let's Talk comes
around, but how much are we
realistically focussing on a subject
on a campus-wide basis ... mental
health isn't just a conversation for
that one week," she said.
Unlike her competitors, she is
not running for a senator-at-large
position — a decision that she was
grilled on at the first debate because
a lot of advocacy overlaps in these
two roles. Kumar responded that the
senator position should go toward
someone more familiar with Senate,

while her RHA experience prepares
her more for the VPAUA role.
Kumar is also an outsider to the
AMS, especially in comparison to her
competitors who are more involved
with student government.

But she sees this as a strength.
"That would allow me to be a
little more critical of the AMS's
organizational structure in terms of
how we're consulting with students,"
Kumar said. M
'

to call the society out on its
problems, if elected.

The current Student Senate
Caucus co-chair is running for
AMS VP Academic and University
Affairs (VPAUA) on a platform
he dubs his ABCs': accessible
academics, better mental health
and sexual violence support, and
collaborative advocacy.
"I think I have a lot of experience
... lobbying the university and
also changing the way that our
academic system works at UBC,"
said Pang, whose past experience
includes a year on the Senate and
stints in undergraduate societies.
Pang is also running to be a
senator-at-large.
In particular, Pang said his time
on the Senate's academic building
needs committee convinced him
that UBC's classroom scheduling
system and infrastructure are
not up to par. He wants to make
outdated classrooms accessible
with lecture recording technology.
Pang is also passionate about

peer support, having worked as a
telephone crisis line counsellor. He
wants UBC to fund more training
for student leaders, arguing that
community-based support builds
the foundation for students to
"come together" and lobby UBC for
important services like increased
space for counselling.
This "students-first" mentality
is something the current office is
lacking, according to Pang.
"I really believe [that by]
investing in building a community,
the entire community — rather
than just the VPAUA office — can
push for that change in mental
health
and
sexual
violence
support," he said.
Pang added that he isn't afraid
to criticize the office he aspires to,
citing the reversed cut to the Sexual
Assault Support Centre's support
services and the struggle to consult
engineering students on fall reading
break as its "massive downfall."

Moving forward, he wants to
continue to push for changes in
UBC's sexual misconduct policy —
especially with the policy review
coming up next year — and put
"survivors' voices at the forefront."
As a fourth-year doctor of
pharmacy student, Pang believes
professional and graduate students
might find him more relatable than
other AMS executives who tend to
be undergraduate students.
"I think they're really excited
to have someone who can speak
firsthand on the experience of
professional students and to
advocate for that," he said.
Pang says his experience
advocating for students leaves him
well-suited for the role of VPAUA,
but he also believes he's in a good
position to challenge the society
when necessary.
"I think it's really important for
students to also be critical of the
AMS," he said. 1

JULIA BURNHAM

NICK PANG

Nick Pang wants to work for the
AMS — but he says he's willing

upcoming review.
"These are the folks that have
been doing this grassroots work on
this campus for over a decade and the
AMS needs to be leveraging their seat
at the table," she said.
For her second focus area,
Burnham argues that the AMS has a
responsibility to push for divestment
at UBC. In the 2014 AMS General
Election, 76.9 per cent of students
voted in favour of urging UBC to
divest from fossil fuels.
"It would be irresponsible to
not move forward in pushing for
divestment," she said.
Similarly, Burnham wants to
press for a review of the university's
Sustainable Futures Fund, which
was started in 2016 as a $10 million
sustainable investment fund.
Following concerns about the
fund not being adequately advertised,
the UBC Board of Governors recently
approved reducingthe administrative
charge to increase the fund's spend
rate. This change also comes with a
comprehensive review "by or before
March 31,2021."

VANDITA KUMAR
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VPADMINISTRATION
Cole Evans is running to "enhance
the student experience" as VP
Administration by better supporting
clubs, constituencies and other
student groups.
The second-year arts student
has an extensive AMS background,
including experience sitting on
several committees and serving
as an Arts Undergraduate Society
councillor.
"That experience not only
prepares me to jump right into
being the next Vice-President
Administration ... but it also has
allowed me to have a greater
understanding on the AMS side of
things, how and why things aren't
working," he said.
According to Evans, he spent a lot
of time consulting with students to
build his platform — and the goal that
encompasses much of it is improving
student experiences with the AMS by
building on advocacy and governance
initiatives.
"There is a general sense of apathy

amongst a lot of students on this
campus against the AMS. And, you
know, it sort of made me wonder,"
Evans said.
He also promises to support
clubs by reducing the bureaucracy
and 'over-governance' by the VP
Administration portfolio.
"Clubs and constituencies feel
the AMS has more of a governing
role, rather than a support role, as
in like the AMS enforces rules," he
said. "But you know, it's kind of seen
as a roadblock to ... get actual things
done."
In particular, Evans wants to
make Clubhouse — the AMS's club
management platform — more useful
for club recruitment.
"As far as I've heard from a lot
of clubs ... Clubhouse is really just
something that they set up because
they're required to by the AMS... and
they don't really use it for anything,"
he said.
He also aims to change the
longstanding VP Administration

platform point of improving the
Nest bookings system by moving it
completely online. During the Great
Debate, other candidates challenged
the feasibility of this, but Evans
remained committed to his position.
'We're going to change the
bookings system, we're going to move
it online and we're going to make sure
clubs have access to those booking
resources," he said at the debate.
More broadly, he suggests starting
an anonymous clubs experience
survey — similar to the fall reading
break consultation survey put
forward this year by the AMS VP
Academic and University Affairs
office — to increase communications
between clubs and the AMS.
He explained that the survey
would be an effective way for clubs
to "voice concerns that they may not
otherwise be comfortable expressing
either through direct email or inperson at a forum."
Overall, Evans hopes to bring his
AMS knowledge and experience to

the VP Administration portfolio to
ensure students are "proud of their
student society."

"I know that I have the the passion
and drive to really excel at the role,"
he said. %

Administration and student groups to
ensure "fair and equitable treatment
of all clubs."
But during the Great Debate,
it was clear she still thinks it's
important for the VP Administration
to maintain a governing role, when
she challenged Evan's platform of
giving clubs more autonomy.
"As the VP Administration
having governance over clubs and
societies, it's important to establish
those boundaries because the AMS
is legally liable for any activities the
clubs do," she said.
Fuentes said she's also committed
to better preparing club executives
for leadership roles by providing
peer-support
training.
These
workshops would involve training
on how to handle sexual assault
disclosures, bystander intervention
and responding to bullying or
harassment.
"As a two-time RA, I understand
how important that is for people
in peer-support roles such as

us, as leaders," she said. "It's
really important for them ... to be
equipped to deal with different
situations that may arise in their
communities."
Additionally,
her
platform
includes expanding the promotion of
the Hatch Art Gallery to better reach
students and making it a space open
to activists and 'artivists.'
Fuentes also hopes to bring
more transparency to the AMS
decision-making. Citing the cut of
the Sexual Assault Support Centre's
support services and the banning
and unbanning of an anti-feminist
activist from the Nest, she said those
decisions seemed "emotionallydriven."
"[The AMS] should always have
transparency... when they're making
decisions that affect us," she said.
Ultimately, Fuentes hopes to
bring her leadership experience to
the role of VP Administration and
use that position to "help others
become leaders too." '51

Andrea M. Hurtado Fuentes is aiming
to bring a platform of peer-support
and leadership training to the

forefront of the VP Administration
portfolio.
The
third-year
chemical

engineering
student,
current
residence
advisor
(RA) and
president of the Latin Dance
Club stressed that her extensive
club experience has provided her
with firsthand knowledge around
the complications clubs often
face when dealing with the VP
Administration.
"I decided to run ... because I felt
like it's not okay to just sit back and
complain about it," she said."... If you
want to change, I guess you could
say the system... you need to step up
and try to actually advocate for that
change to happen."
One of Fuentes's highest priorities
is to "bridge the communication
gap" between the VP Administration
office and student groups.
She hopes to accomplish this by
holding bi-weekly open floors where
club members can voice concerns
and issues they'd like to bring to the
attention of the VP Administration.
She also wants to standardize
interactions between the VP

Alex Okrainetz is hoping to increase
transparency, foster community
and use her involvement with
sustainability initiatives to bring
sustainable principles to the forefront
ofthe VP Administration portfolio.
The fifth-year
anthropology
student and Common Energy
assistant director originally became
interested in running for the VP
Administration when she ran into
barriers trying to initiate a student
sustainability project to reduce the
amount of single-use plastic utensils
in the Nest.
"I had to go through so many
levels, and we were understanding
more and more about the process ...
and one of them said you should run
for this position ... And, I was like,
'That's ridiculous,'" she said.
"Then the more I thought about
it, the more I realized that maybe it
was something that was within my
capacity, and that it would be a really
great way to implement some of
those things like something as small

as single-use cutlery."
One of Okrainetz's top priorities
is to increase transparency in the
AMS by utilizing social media
channels to invite students to
come to AMS Council so they can
understand the process.
She said she was surprised when
during the February 6 Council
meeting, councillors motioned to
go closed meeting to discuss the
omnibus referendum.
"Everybody just stood up and
basically filed out ofthe room... I was
really surprised," she said.
"And I learned a lot in that
situation, but I think that when we
are making important decisions like
that, it's just interesting to me that
like students don't know about the
processes of council."
Okrainetz also wants to amplify
sustainability initiatives in the Nest.
Some of her goals include taking
inventory on single-use plastics,
offering more vegetarian and vegan
food options, supporting student-

led initiatives and moving the AMS
Sustainability staff up to the AMS
offices so they can better collaborate
on projects.
"I feel like we really need to
design sustainability into this space,"
she said.
"I think there's just a lot of
opportunities there, and they
wouldn't be really complicated
processes. I think that they would be
well received by students."
At the same time, she hopes to
foster better communicationbetween
clubs and the VP Administration.
She also advocates for reworking
the bookings system, but is hesitant
on a complete overhaul — instead
she proposes a "slow and calculated
response."
Community-building is another
one of Okrainetz's biggest platform
points. In particular, she wants to
reach out and engage in meaningful
consultation with marginalized
communities, especially Indigenous
students.

ANDREA M. HURTADO FUENTES

COLE EVANS

ALEX OKRAINETZ

"I just think that, in general,
it's the job of people on Council
to not to speak for people who
are marginalized, she said, "but to

amplify their voices and make space
and invite them into spaces where
they might not be, and consult them
early on." '51
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VP FINANCE

Lucia Liang is running for AMS
VP Finance on a platform of
sustainable business practices,
affordability
and
professional

development for club executives.
Calling herself a "very goaloriented person," the first-year
arts student and the VP Finance

Viki Loncar is running to be
VP Finance on a platform of
transparency,
website
reform
and advocacy for clubs and
constituencies.
The third-year international
relations
student
currently
serves as the treasurer for the
International Relations Student
Association, an experience that she
calls her "absolute favourite thing
[she's] ever done in [her] entire
life."
Loncar's biggest
campaign
promise is transparency, noting
that AMS quarterly financial
reports are too hard for someone
without a finance background to
understand and need to be written
"in plain English."
"We know by the decrease
of numbers in voting that most
students are not involved in the
AMS. And they don't know exactly
what it does," said Loncar.
"I don't think that's okay,
because of how much money we

spend on it in our mandatory
tuition, so I want to make sure that
every student knows exactly what
you're paying for."
Like both of her competitors,
Loncar has resolved to tackle
VP Finance Kuol Akuechbeny's
ongoing goal of transitioning from
paper to online reimbursements
for clubs and constituencies, but
she doesn't expect it to be easy.
"[Usingpaper reimbursements]
was an issue for me as IRSA
treasurer," said Loncar. "Three
[VPs Finance] tried it before me
and I don't understand why it
failed. I see challenges in it, why
it would be difficult to make it
online, but I don't see why it was
not feasible."
Loncar also aims to decrease the
wages of AMS executives by 10 to
15 per cent, a goal that she adopted
after consulting Akuechbeny and
his platform for AMS president.
"None of my friends know
what the AMS is or does other

than entering the Nest and buying
food. They really don't get that
$400 back," said Loncar. "So if
we add more money back into the
AMS, back into the AMS services
towards students, I think that'll be
really good."
In addition, Loncar also wants
to improve the affordability of
AMS food outlets by freezing or
decreasing prices.
A relative newcomer to the
AMS, a number of Loncar's
platform goals cover important
topics — like advocating for
Indigenous rights and creating an
anonymous feedback forum — but
they don't usually fall under the
VP Finance's mandate.
Similarly, Loncar wants to
revamp the AMS's website to make
it easier to navigate despite it being
updated just last year. This goal
is also outside of the VP Finance
portfolio.
"I think it lost a lot of
functionality. It's not very efficient

and not very clear," she said. "For
example, if you look at the club list,
it'll redirect you automatically to

Clubhouse. Why aren't the clubs
directly on the AMS website? That
doesn't make any sense to me." '51

experience and knowledge to take on
the role.
"I saw an opportunity to run
a platform that was a bit more
ambitious and more forward-looking
and could make the VP Finance a
portfolio that can also lead on social
issues," he said.
After the AMS divested from
fossil fuels last summer, Tomalty
wants to make investments even
more sustainable by creating a
separate $300,000 to $700,000
fund for projects that would reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.
"It's not a huge chunk that will
greatly impact the volatility of our
returns, and it's a great way for
us to make a statement," he said.
"We're putting our money where
our mouth is when it comes to
these climate justice issues."
The AMS Council also recently
passed an increase in mental health
funding in its health and dental plan
from $300 to $500 dollars per student
— though the bump is still waiting for
approval from the Graduate Student

Society.
Tomalty said he is pleased with
the progress, but would like to see
that funding pushed to $700 to $900
per student.
"This ... would be enough
for somebody to be diagnosed,
develop a plan for care and go on
their way and move on to other
means of treatment," he said. "I
think this is something that we
need, especially at this university.
Every friend that I know either
has been affected by this issue or
knows someone who has."
In the debates, Tomalty argued
that surpluses from food outlets
should go towards lowering students
fees. This became a significant point
of contention with candidate Lucia
Liang, who believes the money
should be used to make food more
affordable and sustainable.
"As a nonprofit society, our
duty is to all our members,"
Tomalty said. "A fee reduction is
the best way to serve every single
member."

Tomalty also wants to improve
clubs' and constituencies' access to
financial information by replacing
the AMS's software, SharePoint,
which he describes as "frequently
buggy." He anticipates this being
his hardest goal to accomplish
because it will require a complete
system overhaul.
Tomalty also wants to increase
the limit on club and constituency
credit cards, as it usually ends up
"being too low to be effective" for
many clubs and constituencies'
operations.
Ultimately, he believes the VP
Finance portfolio is about more than
managing money.
"As VP Finance, a lot of people
think that [with] a budget, what
you're doing is an exercise in
balancing numbers, but a budget
really is a statement of values,"
Tomalty said. "And I think that
all these points are places where
we can put our money behind our
words and behind our actions and
advocacy." '51

LUCIA LIANG

JON TOMALTY

Fourth-year finance student Jon
Tomalty is running for a promotion
to VP Finance on a platform of
sustainability, mental health and

improved financial access for clubs
and constituencies.
As the current associate VP
finance, Tomalty believes he has the

cutlery that is being used [and] all the
take-out boxes more sustainable," she
said.
Liang also wants to save students
money by transitioning from paper
to online reimbursements for club
payments — a goal VP Finance Kuol
Akuechbeny ran on last year but
has not yet completed — and aims
to improve training for financial
executives.
"I remember when I first
transitioned into the whole VP
Finance thing, I was lost," she
said. "I think it's very important,
whether it's monthly or bimonthly,
[to have] some sort of workshop
where it teaches students how to do
finances."
She also wants to pilot a new
ticketing service for events like
Welcome Back BBQ and Block
Party because Showpass charges
a seven per cent fee and is
vulnerable to glitches that cost
organizers money.

"I personally dealt with Showpass
for the AUS and funding from last
year is missing. That took place a
year ago, and I'm trying to figure out
— like, where does $4,000 go?" said
Liang.
A relative newcomer to the
AMS,
Liang includes
some
points on her platform that don't
fall under her portfolio, like
translating the AMS website into
different languages and providing
information about the AMS on
Canvas.
Liang also wants to ensure
AMS investments are ethical and
sustainable, but it is unclear how
she would build upon the AMS's
current investment policy, which
is already divested from fossil
fuels.
"If we are a campus that is
progressing forward, I don't think
we should be investing in things that
are making a negative impact on the
world," she said. '51

for the Arts Undergraduate Society
(AUS) views running for the AMS
position to be a natural step.
"I always look for new
opportunities, so the next step
forward for me — in my head — as
VP Finance ofthe AUS, would be the
AMS," she said.
Liang distinguished herself
from other candidates in debates by
arguing AMS should not prioritize
profits over affordability
for
students — though she incorrectly
claimed that AMS businesses were
financially private in her interview
with The Ubyssey.
"We gain most of our revenue
from student fees anyway, so we
shouldn't be charging students
more money and using surplus as a
goal," she said in the first debate.
Instead, Liang wants food outlets
to provide healthier, more sustainable
and affordable options for students.
"Having a surplus, [we] should be
looking into how we can make the

VIKI LONCAR
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PRESIDENT
Current
VP
Finance
Kuol
Akuechbeny emphasizes technical
knowledge in his bid for the
society's presidency.
The fourth-year commerce
student is running on an extensive
platform that aims to improve
affordability, mental well-being,
inclusive
and
collaborative
leadership, transparency
and
climate justice within the AMS.
Notably, he wants to expand the
AMS Council to give voting seats to
more groups, such as Indigenous
students, the Greeks and Residence
Associations. He cited the lessons
learned from not properly consulting
students in making important
decisions, like the intense public
backlash against the reversed cut to
the Sexual Assault Support Centre's
support services.
Akuechbeny acknowledged this
goal wouldn't be accomplished
within the next year because he
would still need to consult groups
and prepare for a referendum to
approve the bylaw amendment.

"That's something we can't
implement in my time," he said.
"But what I would do is [make]
it successful, and then the
next person can come up and
implement it."
On climate justice, Akuechbeny
said he would use his success in
divesting the AMS's investment
portfolio last summer to help
other universities' student unions
divest, while also lobbying for the
same thing from UBC.
"We have divested, we have
good leaders," he said.
He added that he would use
his experience and knowledge
as VP Finance to make the AMS
more affordable. In particular,
Akuechbeny wants to review and
shorten the executive budget to
reflect the AMS's commitment to
students' financial well-being.
"When people are worried
about
affordability,
they
sometimes have problems figuring
out how much that costs and what
that means in terms of numbers,"

STUART CLARKE
Presidential candidate Stuart Clarke
wants to bring big changes to the
AMS executive body.
The
fourth-year
integrated
science student and executive
director of Kite Vancouver, a nonprofit organization that aims
to "[change] the way student
volunteering is done," is running on a
platform of restructuring the society's
executive team and rebranding AMS
services.
He is also running to be a senatorat-large.
Most tangibly, Clarke wants to
phase out the VP Administration
role to create the 'VP Student
Life & Equity" position. Based on
his platform, the new portfolio
would have a reduced scope of
responsibilities that focus on helping
clubs and services, improving equity
in AMS workplaces and partially
overseeing the Nest. Certain tasks of
the portfolio would be absorbed into
existing AMS staff positions.
The change would also give
the associate VP sustainability,
which is currently under the VP
Administration
portfolio,
more
independence.
During the Great Debate,
Chris Hakim — current AMS
VP Administration and fellow
presidential hopeful — criticized

Clarke for failing to consult him
on the proposal. Hakim also noted
that the proposal would require
significant funding and effort to push
through a bylaw change.
Clarke didn't have time to
respond then because candidate Jas
Kullar jumped into the conversation,
but Clarke confirmed that he did
not consult Hakim in a February 26
interview with The Ubyssey.
Clarke said in the same interview
he has not read the VP Administration
candidates' platforms, but hopes that
the winner would be willing to work
with his vision.
At the same time, Clarke wants
to foster a "cohesive executive team"
by increasing direct communication,
improving meeting schedules and
building consensus around talking
points before meetings.
When asked how he would
maintain
transparency
while
pursuing this goal — his platform
states "less time spent in question
periods around executives' updates
& presentations at Council" as a key
performance indicator — Clarke said
the proposed role of "VP Student Life
& Equity" would provide a "direct
communication line" with students.
Beyond this focus, Clarke devotes
a large section of his presidential
platform to rebranding the AMS

he said.
"For me, [I'm] experienced, so
I would know what those costs are
... and I would actually know how
[they're] important for students."
He believes this is part of
what set him apart from fellow
incumbent
candidate
Chris
Hakim, who is currently the VP
Administration. He added that he
has been with the AMS twice as
long as Hakim.
But despite his experience,
Akuechbeny still stumbled in this
campaign period. He received two
penalties for using administrator
access to reach private Clubhouse
email addresses and mass emailing
for endorsements without using
BCC.
He quickly apologized for the
violations, saying that they were
honest mistakes.
Akuechbeny
stressed
his
"willingness to make change,"
once again citing the AMS's
portfolio divestment.
"I believe that I have all the

knowledge and experience, and
[am] the most qualified candidate
by the way of years of experience,"
he said. "... What the AMS needs

is someone with good experience,
but also willing to make a
difference, and I think that's what
I bring to the table."

services - but he clarified that this
is mainly a change in advertising
instead of operations.
"I think We've got your back' was
never something that turned me on
about the AMS," he said.
"'Knowy [our] worth' is something
I think that's really concrete, so my
thought is the AMS could have a lot
more talk with their services about
pushing people in the right direction,
which is understanding their selfworth."
He also wants to evaluate current

AMS services and improve them
by collaborating more with UBC
services, pulling from his experience
working with the Wellness Centre.
Clarke's
platform
doesn't
explicitly touch on policy issues
such as affordability or sexual assault
support.
When asked about this during
his candidacy interview, he said he
would advocate toward keeping
tuition and residence fees low, as
well as helping to finalize the AMS's
standalone sexual assault policy.

He shared similar responses to
other policy issues as most of his
competitors during debates.
A newcomer to AMS elections,
Clarke has been penalized twice
for publishing campaign materials
ahead of official time and using
unapproved campaigning material.
"I'm coming at this from a
slightly more outside perspective,"
Clarke said. "... If you look at the
candidates, there are current VPs.
What I have is something that is
completely new." '51

KUOLAKUECHBENY
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Presidential candidate Chris Hakim
wants to push for more consultation
in all aspects of his platform.
Pulling from his experience
as VP Administration, the third-

year arts student wants to improve
policies around survivor support
initiatives, affordability, Indigenous
inclusion and sustainability.
He is also running to be a senator-

at-large on similar platform points.
He particularly stressed next
year's importance due to the
upcoming review of UBC's sexual
assault policy.
"I think this is a really crucial
time because the next time it is
probably going to be up for review
is [in] another few ... years," Hakim
said. "And students have shown that
they have problems with this policy
and that they have problems with the
implementation of it."
At the same time, the AMS's
standalone sexual assault policy
will likely go into effect in the new
year, as it is currently receiving
community feedback.
Hakim also wants to push forward
with tuition affordability advocacy,
adding that he would lobby for not
just a freeze but also lower tuition.
He highlighted the momentum
created by December's votes on
tuition increases, in which two
provincial appointees to the Board
of Governors joined forces with
student and faculty representatives
in opposing the hikes.
"We're starting to notice that UBC
is starting to crack into the pressure,"

Presidential hopeful Jas Kullar
wants to bring "radical changes"
to the AMS through education.
The
second-year
science
student is running on a platform
mainly composed of improving
mental wellness, sustainability
and Indigenous inclusion through
education.
When
pushed
during
the interview for
additional
approaches, Kullar said he would
try to add more clarity to UBC's
sexual assault support options and
lobby for more funding for the
Sexual Violence Prevention and
Response Office. On sustainability,
he said he would aim to lobby the
Board of Governors to "push for
more sustainable options."
But Kullar emphasized that
education would be his main
solution, as he tries to "push for ...
radical ideas."
"We're such a big university,
we're such a big group that our
outreach is endless," he said.
"And if we really wanted to, we
can educate almost every student on
campus or we can expose them to

the education that they really need."
Kullar criticized the AMS for
failing to support Indigenous
communities. If elected, he
wants to work with the recently
established Indigenous committee
on future initiatives.
Besides these top three focal
points, it's difficult to know what
else he would concretely do due to
how vague many of his campaign
promises and platform ideas are.
"Push for the student wellbeing
by implementing new policies and
also changes in current policies,"
one of Kullar's platform points
reads.
With few responses that were
noticeably different from those of
other candidates, Kullar mainly
established his presence during
the debates by emphasizing
the need to hold incumbent
candidates accountable.
During the Great Debate, he cut
off competitor Chris Hakim — who
was in the middle of criticizing
presidential hopeful Stuart Clarke
for his failure to consult Hakim
on a platform proposal — to slam

Hakim's involvement in the nowreversed cut to the Sexual Assault
Support Centre's support services.
The one tangible aspect that
did differentiate his platform is his
approach to controversial speakers
and clubs.
"If [speakers] do not push for
violence, I feel as though they
should be given a platform," Kullar
said at the first debate. "But they
should also be given criticisms
that should be open to the public
... and hold them responsible for
their words."
He believes his platform would
allow for a different and more
inclusive student society.
"I see myself as sort of a radical
for ideas," Kullar said.
"Overall, I think that UBC
is a great university, but it
lacks
communication
and
representation of the students.
And I feel as though AMS can
be that link but has not been
previously ... if I win as the AMS
president, I would be able to
better represent every student,
each and every single one." M
'

CHRIS HAKIM

SPENCER LATU

Presidential hopeful Spencer Latu
wants to "bring democracy back" to
the AMS.
The fourth-year history student
is running on an ambitious platform
of economic, climate and social
justice, as well as support for mental
and sexual health. With goals that
look beyond campus, Latu aims to
achieve them by fostering direct
democracy at the AMS.
"We need to have not just topdown hierarchical structure, but
also ... a bottom-up one, so my way
of fixing student democracies is
engaging directly with the student
body," he said.
For Latu, this would mean
hosting regular town halls and
extensively advertising the AMS's
annual general meeting, which
has routinely failed to meet
quorum. The current executives
were almost censured by the
AMS Council for not adequately
promoting the event.
The financial well-being of
students is another major focus of
Latu's campaign.
Notably, he wants to advocate
for a 10-year tuition freeze for all
students and lobby the government

Hakim said.
"... We're really in a historic
time that we need to keep putting
that pressure on to UBC, because
they need to understand students
are the ones that are primarily
affected by this."
Regarding Indigenous inclusion,
Hakim acknowledged that the AMS
can't just stop at its apology but
has to continue working with the
Indigenous committee to advance
reconciliation. On sustainability, he
wants to lobby UBC to divest from
fossil fuel.
Encompassing all these goals,
Hakim aims to use the AMS
communications department to
better engage and consult students.
Throughout
his
candidacy
interview
and
the
debates,
Hakim rarely stumbled thanks to
his incumbent experience. But
campaigning as a sitting executive
hasn't been easy.
During the debates, newcomer
candidates repeatedly criticized his
involvement with the now-reversed
cut to the Sexual Assault Support
Centre's support services and the
AMS's failure to adequately advertise
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its annual general meeting.
He also received a campaign
penalty for using administrator
access to reach private Clubhouse
email addresses for campaigning.
Hakim apologized for this violation,
calling it an "honest mistake."
Notably, Hakim is running
against current AMS VP Finance
Kuol Akuechbeny.
Hakim believes he has an
edge over his fellow incumbent
due to his extensive experience
consulting clubs and student
groups. He criticized Akuechbeny
for offering AMS Council voting
seats to certain groups like
Indigenous students and resource
groups without first consulting
them, adding that this could be
exclusionary.
"He is picking and choosing,
which I don't think you should
be doing with marginalized
communities," Hakim said.
"I think it's important that we
are very much listening to students
... because at the end, we're called a
student union for a reason. If we're
not listening to students, then what
the hell are we doing?" "53

JAS KULLAR

to make greater contributions to
UBC's funding.
With the BC NDP's recent
elimination of interest on provincial
student loans, Latu is optimistic
about the government's approach to
student issues. This past December,
two provincial appointees on
the Board of Governors joined
forces with student and faculty
representatives to oppose the latest
round of tuition and fee increases.
"We need to maybe broaden
our political perspective of what's
possible," he said.
"And I'm absolutely willing
to negotiate with the UBC
administration because there are real
students suffering... I'm here to solve
this problem and come to some kind
of conclusion where we don't have
literally starving students."
He supports increasing the
funding for the Sexual Assault
Support Centre (SASC) and
centering the AMS's mental
health support services. He also
wants to push UBC to offer more
counselling services and resources
— a longstanding point within
student advocacy.
While climate justice is a major

reason Latu is running, it doesn't
make it into his the top three goals,
namely because he "wants to show
[students] that the AMS is going to
meet their needs."
With no previous experience in
student government, Latu has gaps
in his knowledge of UBC policies
— but he believes that he can make
up for them "in political will and
imagination."
He added that experience
doesn't automatically translate into
good leadership, citing incumbent
competitors' involvement in the
now-reversed cut of the SASC's
support services.
Ultimately, Latu acknowledged
he wouldn't be able to achieve all of
his goals in one year. But if elected,
he hopes his platform would create
a foundation for building a mass
student movement.
"What I do think is possible is
to engage the student body in a way
that has never been done before by
the AMS," Latu said.
"... I just want to instill as much
of that into the student culture and
change the culture of politics and
change the culture of the AMS in
that year." 1
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BOARDOFGOVERNORS

The AMS's watchdog wants to take
his work to UBC's highest governing
body.
Second-year law student Dylan

Braam is seeking a seat on the
Board of Governors on a platform of
accountability, expanding Indigenous
representation and fighting for

student transit and housing.
'We're coming into an interesting
period in the Board of Governors, and
I think it's important to have strong
student advocates more than ever,"
said Braam.
Braam is fairly new to student
government at UBC, but has worked
in oversight roles since 2011 during
his undergraduate degree at Queen's.
As AMS law councillor, Braam
has a record of publicly challenging
the society's executives when they
overstep the rules, which he says
reflects the scrutiny he'll carry to
the BoG.
"I'm not afraid to ask tough
questions and say some things that
need to be said," he said.
If elected, Braam would push
UBC to divest from fossil fuels and
a comprehensive review of UBC's
sexual assault policy.
On Policy 131, Braam says his
biggest concern is the lack of clarity
for stakeholders like the Sexual

Max Holmes has spent nearly two
years lobbying UBC's Board of
Governors (BoG). Now, he wants to
join it.
The current AMS VP Academic
and University Affairs and Student
Senate Caucus co-chair is running on
a campaign of improved support for
survivors of sexual assault, increasing
transparency and pushing UBC to
divest from fossil fuels.
"I want to push the university
to understand that they're first
accountable to students above anyone
else," he said.
Holmes has a long track record of
both challenging and collaborating
with the university, which he believes
will ease his transition into the Board.
"A lot of the advocacy I've been
part of has been fighting at first, and
then bringing people together," said
Holmes.
"... the second I join the Board
of Governors, I already have those
relationships built."
Last year, Holmes worked with

sitting governors to oppose the BoG's
tuition increases, and has lobbied
them for more mental health spaces
and millions in scholarships.
If elected, Holmes says he'd push
for BoG dockets to be released earlier
and for the annual review of UBC
President Santa Ono to be public.
"We have a Board of Governors
now that is not transparent," said
Holmes. "And to be honest, our
current governors have not done
enough to push against that."
Holmes would also challenge the
school on divestment and hold UBC
to its emissions targets, which it is ontrack to meet.
He would also push for the school
to implement a rent freeze using
profits from the government business
enterprise, if the project is approved.
He'd also continue his advocacy for
a survivor-centric review of UBC's
sexual assault policy.
"As a candidate, I'm someone
who has personal experiences that
relate to a lot of the advocacy that

I'm doing," said Holmes, himself an
outspoken survivor of sexual assault.
Holmes has a slew of experience,
including sitting on reviews for
numerous Board policies. But while
his track record has earned praise, his
methods have drawn criticism.
His commitment to survivorcentric policy came under scrutiny
after he and other executives moved
to cut the AMS Sexual Assault
Support Centre's support services
last summer.
Most recently, his opponent Dylan
Braam revealed he held private
meetings with councillors who
voted to reprimand the executives,
which some interpreted as Holmes
attempting to silence dissent.
Holmes
has
repeatedly
apologized for the SASC decision
and insisted the meetings with
councillors were held in good
faith.
Above all, he stressed he's a
candidate who can get results —
and who can force the Board to

put students first.
"At the end of the day, I'm a

voice for students. I'm not a voice
for myself," said Holmes.

"There are so many people
on the Board that sometimes
critical thinking is something that
becomes hard, which I think our
Board has actually been really
successful at," said Malone.
Malone currently leads the
BoG's people, community and
international committee, making
her the first student in at least a
decade to serve as a chair.
Inthis position, one of Malone's
biggest priorities is UBC's sexual
assault prevention and response
policy, which is up for a review
next year.
Malone
was
vocal
in
highlighting the Policy 131's lack
of clarity for community members
as a Board member. If re-elected,
she says she would work to make
sure the same problems don't
happen with the review.
"I worry that when I look at the
timeline, we need to make sure we
get all of those pieces together,
and that we're really thoughtful
about it," said Malone.
Policy 131 isn't the only

unfinished business Malone has.
The Board is searching for a new
secretary, who plays a major part
in helping organize the body and
setting its agenda. Malone hopes
she can push for a secretary who
will support students and set a
good precedent.
It's the kind of long-term
planning that Malone is known for.
Rather than pursue partisan fights,
Malone has built relationships
with governors by rising above the
bluster — well aware that students
are outnumbered on the BoG by a
seven-to-one ratio.
"I don't see fighting as the most
effective way to effect change,"
said Malone.
Malone and other student
governors spearheaded the recent
opposition to tuition increases,
arguing the Board failed to
adequately consult students.
Malone
wouldn't
oppose
tuition increases for no reason —
she stressed that governors have
a duty to "not let the university
run itself into the ground" — but

says their opposition sparked
a conversation about reducing
costs elsewhere instead of raising
tuition.
"Costs always go up," said
Malone. "Whether we're being
more efficient in where we're
spending things, that's a really
exciting thing that we're now
discussing."
She has also served on the BoG's
first
Indigenous
engagement
committee and says the Board's
engagement with
Indigenous
communities should be a priority.
Malone stressed her experience
and recognition on the Board,
more than any other candidate,
makes her the one for the job.
"There's only five board
meetings in a year. The amount
of time it takes to get your feet
under you is at least two of
those," she said. "So you don't
actually have much time. I think
the extra two meetings I would
have in terms of being able to act
as a knowledgeable governor are
pretty worthwhile." M
'

DYLAN BRAAM

JEANIE MALONE

Jeanie Malone is seeking a third
term on UBC's Board of Governors
(BoG) to take care of some
unfinished business.
The first-year master's of

science student is running on a
platform of promoting equity at
the university and a long track
record of holding the Board
accountable to student needs.

Assault Support Centre (SASC).
"They did not think about SASC.
They didn't think about Vancouver
Coastal Health," said Braam. "They
did think about the fact that there
was a criminal justice system, and
then they proceeded to think that
they could exclude them as much as
possible."
Braam also wants to start
planning for transit disruptions
that construction of a SkyTrain to
UBC could bring for commuters. If
UBC finances the SkyTrain with oncampus development, Braam says
affordable student housing needs
to be a part of that plan — and that
planning should start now.
"We have a large amount of
land that's going to have a SkyTrain
extension on it," said Braam "We're
going to have a really big bargaining
chip, and I think we could be asking
for a lot for students."
Braam says BoG seats should be
reserved for representatives of the

Musqueam and Syilx First Nations,
on whose traditional, ancestral and
unceded territory UBC Vancouver
and UBC Okanagan are situated,
and that those seats should be
filled "in a manner determined by
the Musqueam and the Syilx First
Nations."
That
would
require
the
permission of those nations and the
provincial government, but Braam
thinks the BC NDP would welcome
it.
"If the University of British
Columbia is asking for more
Indigenous representation, [the
government] will do it," said Braam.
Braam's platform is ambitious and
it's likely not all of it will be feasible.
But he's stressed his strongest
platform point is himself: a tough,
methodical critic of administration.
"Implementing and oversight are
very different," said Braam. "I am not
willing to take 'good enough' as good
enough." M
'
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AWAIS QUADRE

Awais Quadre "wasn't really
aware" of the Board of Governors
until recently, but now he wants to
join it.
The third-year
psychology
and biology student is running
for one of two Vancouver seats on
a platform of improving student
mental health, engaging more
students in UBC politics and
increasing awareness of existing
campus support services. He's also
seeking a seat on the Senate.
"It's a lot of bureaucracy and a
lot of pomp that's been happening
for the past few years, but there
needs to be people who are willing
to step up and take concrete action
to make students a priority," said
Quadre.

Quadre is the sole newcomer in
a highly experienced race.
In his interview with The
Ubyssey, Quadre wanted
to
reform Policy 51, UBC's "policy on
marijuana sales," to allow edibles to
be sold on campus.
But Policy 51 is the policy on
CVs. When prompted, he indicated
he meant Policy 15, UBC's smoking
policy — but was unaware that the
policy already allows for the sale of
edibles on campus.
"Maybe I need to look into that
more," he admitted.
Mental health is Quadre's
central platform point, and his
main proposal is the creation or
a support space on campus for
students in crisis.

"We need one common space
where everybody can go and
where mental health is dealt with,
and not that they have to go and
book an appointment and come
back a week or two weeks later,
because by then I feel that it's too
late," he said.
Given the delays students
face in scheduling counselling
appointments,
Quadre's
idea
addresses a well-known gap
in student services. But he
acknowledges it would be difficult
to implement: space restrictions on
campus mean that even modular
mental health services took
advocacy to secure.
Quadre advocates for promoting
awareness of mental health services
on campus and making campus
more accessible for students with
disabilities, as well as survivors
of sexual violence as UBC's
sexual misconduct policy review
approaches.
"I want to make it so that
students can get sexual assault help
any way that they choose," said
Quadre.
But he's unfamiliar with the
specifics of policies that govern
support services on campus — he
was confused, for example, about
the difference between the AMS
Sexual Assault Support Centre
(SASC) and UBC's own services.
With only a few Board meetings
in a year, it's difficult for members
to get their big ideas on the agenda
on time— evenif they're important.
"I want to use my position if
elected to reach out to students,
see what they want and prioritize
the student experience," said
Quadre. 'JJ
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SENATE

Fourth-year First Nations and
Indigenous Studies student Julia
Burnham is running for one of five
student senator-at-large seats on a

platform of pushing for a five-day
fall reading break, a review ofthe
awards criteria and an external
review of Senate.
She's also running for VP
Academic and University Affairs
(VPAUA).
Fall reading break, which
Burnham dubbed a "buzzword" of
the Senate race, is her first priority.
"Overwhelmingly,
students
see this fall reading break as
something that they want. We
have that data and we have those
reports," Burnham said. "Now we
really need to be switching gears
and focusing on faculty and staff
to get them on board."
Getting a fall reading break
has proven to be a complicated
task as the AMS clashes with
the Engineering Undergraduate

Society (EUS). "There's definitely
a very important conversation
happening on whether or not it's
worth it," Burnham said. She still
wants to push for the full five-day
reading break nevertheless.
"I think moving forward for
maximum positive options rather
than sort of stopping short is
really the way that we can make it
happen."
Burnham is also advocating
for updating the awards criteria.
Currently, students must take 24
credits a semester to be eligible
for UBC merit-based scholarships,
with the awards committee
looking at grades from the winter
session. Burnham wants summer
credits to count towards that,
calling it a "huge issue in terms of
equity and accessibility."

"We have a very lively
extracurricular
and
student
life at UBC that students are so
encouraged to be part of, but if
you're on scholarship here, you
don't have the time to do all those
activities because UBC's forcing
you to take a very high amount of
credits," Burnham said.
The third goal that Burnham
is pushing for is an external
governance review ofthe Senate.
Internal reviews are conducted
every three years, but only two
external reviews have been
conducted since the 1970s, the
most recent one in the 2005/06
school year. Burnham called the
low number of external reviews
"completely unacceptable."
"Especially
in
terms
of
conversations about equity and

diversity, that review is very
needed," Burnham said. "I went
to a Senate meeting for the first
time and I was shocked at how
much everyone in the room looked
alike. There's not a lot of diverse
representation within the Senate
and I think that is something that
is incredibly important to address."
Burnham's platform is built
on themes of diversity and
Indigenous
representation,
informed by her own studies.
"Wereallyneedtobe encouraging
Senate to push for more [in terms
of diversity]. There are nowhere
near enough Indigenous students
on this campus," Burnham said.
"There's a lot of subtle little pushes
that we can do to make Senate more
inclusive and get them to [...] wake
up." 'JJ

Third-year science student Julia
Chai is running to be a senator-atlarge on a platform of accessibility of
open educational resources (OERs)
and improving student engagement
with Senate.
As VP Academic of the Science
Undergraduate Society, Chai wants
to implement some of the faculty's
strategies throughout the university.
She mentioned how the math
department has begun putting
textbooks online, so they're "fully
accessible" and have had "significant
impact on decreasing the financial
burden on students."
She emphasized the importance
of OERs in terms of equity, citingthe
additional costs that students pay

for textbooks and other educational
resources.
"[The] additional financial burden
not only causes stress on students, but
also brings upon a barrier and [...] an
inequity of students who are able to
afford and have that full accessibility
to education," Chai said.
In debates, Chai consistently
referenced student consultation and
engagement as priorities.
She says current senators'
consultation efforts are "a little
lacking."
"The matters discussed within
Senate are often quite difficult for
students to understand," Chai said,
citing long Senate documents as
part of the issue. "No one's going

to take the time to go through all of
them and make sure they're aware
of everything that is going on in
Senate."
She praised current senator-atlarge Jakob Gattinger's column in
The Ubyssey which breaks down the
Senate's goals before every meeting.
But she thinks more can be done.
"I think there's an inherent
problem there," Chai said. "I think
that students do have to be fully
aware and fully informed of what's
going on and what changes are
made before it's mandated [...] and it
impacts all students."
She's also interested in improving
student consultation on the academic
concessions policy. However, current

senator-at-large Max Holmes noted
at the Great Debate that new senators
would have little say in the new policy
because it's expected to be voted on in
May, and is already up for feedback.
Chai is well aware of the
limitations to her power.
"I won't be able to really voice
any new opinions as easily because
they're trying to finish up any goals
that they set three years earlier," Chai
said.
But she thinks she can bring a
new perspective to what the Senate is
already working on.
"I think I could do a really good
job in terms of really emphasizing
the need of educated and fully
informed student consultation and

JULIA CHAI

really emphasizing the need for
more creative solutions before going
forward," Chai said. M
'

STUART CLARKE

Fourth-year integrated sciences
student Stuart Clarke is running
to be one of five senators-at-large

on a platform of increasing student
involvement and updating co-op
policies.
Clarke has no experience in
student government, but says his lack
of previous involvement prompted
him to run for a seat and involve more
students with Senate.
"Being a student for as long as I
have, I've realized that so little ofthe
feedback and the things that really
matter to [students] gets transmitted
to the institutional leadership,"
Clarke said.
He added that if elected, student
feedback is his "number one" goal.
Clarke has few distinct policy
change proposals; rather, he plans to
act as a liaison between students and
Senate.

"It really matters to me that if
a student [voices] their concerns ...
that I can follow up with them and
then we can bring that [idea] to the
different meetings at Senate," Clarke
said.
Clarke's main policy proposal
surrounds changing the policies of
the co-op program.
The last update of co-op policies
occurred in 2004, and Clarke says
that the major increase in the size
of the program since then calls
for a review. He proposed putting
together a working group on the issue
and talking to students who have
participated in the co-op program
to figure out what policies would
be more effective and beneficial to
students.

"I'd like to be on that working
group and be able to consult my
friends because actually a majority of
my friends have been on co-op, and
some of them have really not enjoyed
the experience," Clarke said.
Clarke added he also wants to be
involved in the teaching & learning
committee and the academic building
needs committee.
Within the teaching & learning
committee, he wants to push for
open educational resources such
as "free textbooks," as well as
encouraging "experiential learning
activities."
"In general, I just really am
passionate advocate for fair education
[and] making sure that all students
are supported," Clarke said.

Clarke says his experience
working with faculty will help him
make allies in a body where students
are a minority.
"I feel that out of all the
candidates I've actually worked... the
most with staff this year in my role as
an educational researcher with the
Wellness Centre," he said. "I'm not
intimidated by a lot of these faculty
[members]."
But his lack of student governance
experience has taken a toll on his
campaign—he receivedtwo penalties
for violating campaigning rules.
Clarke admitted he's still learning.
"I've never really interacted with
Senate. So I think this is something
that would be a really good
opportunity," Clarke said. M
'

After a year of working as AMS VP
Administration, third-year political
science student Chris Hakim wants
to take his ambitions to the Senate.
He's campaigning on divestment,
Indigenous
engagement
and
expanding access to open educational
resources (OERs) to offset the cost of
textbooks.
Divestment is his core campaign
point.
"UBC has stated out in their
strategic plan that they want to be
able to lead globally and locally
in sustainability," he said. "That is
the one plan that we can hold UBC
accountable to."
However, he
acknowledged
that divestment will be a hard
goal to achieve. The UBC Board of
Governors voted against divestment

in 2016, with UBC VP Finance
Andrew Simpson calling it "not a
viable option" due to the nature of
the university's endowment fund.
That decision would also be
made at the Board level — though
the Senate could apply pressure.
Hakim says the AMS's own
divestment
from
fossil
fuel
companies proves divestment is
possible.
"The university shouldbe looking
into more legal options about what
other firms the University Counsel
can put more research into and
thinking about what exactly they
can look into regarding this issue,"
said Hakim.
Hakim also wants to promote
engagement
with
Indigenous
community members.

"Indigenous students are also
students at UBC, and we're making
big choices on Indigenous lands and
territories without consulting them,"
he said. "It's important that we're
listening to their voices and we're
telling them about the things that are
coming to Senate to understand what
they feel about it,"
He highlighted his own work as
VP Admin, where he consulted with
the AMS Indigenous Committee and
the Musqueam Nation on different
projects. During the Great Debate,
he also called for the creation of an
Indigenous working group for the
Senate admissions committee.
He also wants to push for the
greater implementation of OERs.
"The student experience becomes
less affordable as tuition keeps

increasing, and students have to keep
buying textbooks as well, which is
why we need to be able to have an
alternative [to textbooks] that is open
source and free," he said.
Hakim, who is also running for
President, has more experience
than most other Senate candidates.
However, a review of his progress as
VP Admin showed he had only made
a preliminary amount of progress on
most of his goals by December.
On the Senate, he hopes to use his
experience with student consultation
to help him navigate through matters
such as the fall reading break and
Indigenous consultation.
"I've been able to work with 400plus clubs, 20-plus undergraduate
societies and multiple other student
groups," he said. "I want to be able

CHRIS HAKIM

JULIA BURNHAM

to use those relationships that I've
built up over the year and build up
consultation as a key aspect walking
into the Senate for the next year." M
'
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main platform points and was
unable to respond when asked
what he thought current senators
have done well. He also has no
campaign material or platform
online.
However, Ho critiqued current
senators for ignoringtopics like SETs.
"[Something] I would like to
improve on is probably focusing
on some of the issues that haven't
been like extensively talked about
so far," he said.
Ho says that SETs haven't been
reviewed for a long time and plans
to sit on the teaching & learning
committee to review them once
per term, "since each evaluation
happens on a term basis," he said.
However, Senate reviewed SETs
as recently as December 2018. Ho
acknowledged this, contradicting

his earlier statement.
Currently,
UBC
evaluates
instructors for promotions based
on SETs but Ho thinks this needs
to change, citing recent arbitration
at Ryerson University which
concluded that SETs shouldn't be
linked to instructor promotions.
"One of the concerns that I've
heard from faculty council that
has also been related to Senate was
how ... student evaluations aren't
good enough to measure teaching
effectiveness and stuff," he said.
Ho wants
SETs to be
conducted earlier in the term to
allow professors to adjust their
teaching methods before a final
end-of-term evaluation. However,
Ho did not address how students
who have had less time with their
instructor would be able to give

feedback.
He also took issue with survey
questions themselves, but did
not elaborate on how he would
change them.
"We don't really have a good
way of determining how these
numbers are being determined,"
he said.
Aside from SETs, Ho briefly
mentioned
improving
the
accessibility of mental health
resources available for students.
"It's due to my personal
experience
accessing
mental
health services here in UBC, and
it's just the difficulty of getting to
that," he said.
Ho avoided mentioning any
specifics, but briefly touched on
the link between curricula and
mental well-being.

"... It's going to be challenging
to [put] out a plan that can ...
effectively link so many different
resources
and
opportunities
together," he said. M
'

After two years of serving in
Senate and almost two years as VP
Academic and University Affairs
(VPAUA), third-year arts student

Max Holmes is once again running
to be a student senator-at-large.
If re-elected he hopes to build
on what he's already achieved.
As a senator, Holmes led the
ongoing review of the academic
concessions policy to craft more
"compassionate"
guidelines,
worked on an updated course
syllabi policy, helped secure
$1 million for undergraduate
research and spearheaded the
(ongoing) fight for fall reading
break.
Securing a fall reading break was
one of Holmes' main goals last year
on Senate and as VPAUA. Although
he failed to secure a break for the
upcoming school year, despite
early assurances, the Senate has
approved a working group through
the Academic Policy Committee

that will have a proposal ready for
the 2020/21 school year.
"It's not as early as I would
have wanted it," Holmes admitted.
In addition to the reading
break, Holmes' priorities this
year include a better course
withdrawal policy and a Senate
governance review.
Holmes is hoping to model a
new course withdrawal policy
off of the University of Toronto,
which allows students a certain
number of withdrawals after the
deadline, even without grounds
for a concession.
"These are sort of freebie
withdrawals that
understand
that you're at university to learn.
And of course, you might make
mistakes and you might need to
withdraw from a course after the

withdrawal deadline," Holmes
said.
Holmes
emphasized
the
importance
of revising the
course refund policy to ensure
an "equitable course withdrawal
policy."
An internal governance review
of the Senate occurs at the end
of every triennium, with a focus
on its internal operations and
practices. With next year being the
third year of the current Senate
session, Holmes said he believes
his experience will make him
valuable in the review process.
"I have a deep understanding
of things that are wrong with
the Senate governance system,"
Holmes said, citing how the
Senate isn't inclusive of student
voices as the main problem.

"What I would hope to do is work
to review senate governance to
empower students."
Holmes also wants to advocate
for a more "inclusive" Senate
body. "I think we need to as much
as possible push for a system that
can be representative ofthe entire
UBC community, not just some
within our community," he said.
Focusing on student outreach
and ensuring Senate policy
reflects the wants of the student
body is a priority of Holmes's if
elected for the coming year.
"I've shown that I amsomebody
who can not only fight for students
and be a strong voice for them, but
I'm also somebody who can work
within the university systems to
get tangible results for students,"
Holmes said. 'xH

Third-year
integrated
sciences
student Iman Moradi is running
for Senate on a platform of mental
health, transparency and Senate
reform through increased student
engagement.
Moradi's candidacy stems from
his desire to go beyond his experience
at the Science Undergraduate Society
(SUS). As current assistant vicepresident finance at SUS, he said
he has noticed low student survey
response rates from his three years
with the society.
But besides pointing out issues
governance bodies often have
soliciting student feedback, he
offered few concrete solutions
in his interview aside from
consulting with students on social
media.
"If you want to engage more
students, if you want to know their

opinion, it's better to be where they
are," he said.
Moradi says students are
disengaged from Senate because of
a lack of transparency, which better
consultation would improve.
However,
Moradi's
own
campaign remains opaque. He
has not posted much platform
information online, despite saying
in an interview with The Ubyssey
that he would soon upload a
full platform. During debate, he
remained quiet and did not speak
during open debate periods, leaving
his actual policy positions either
ambiguous or non-existent.
Moradi
says
few
other
candidates are talking about
Senate reform, but an external
governance review continues to be
a hot topic that other candidates are
campaigning on this election.

He admitted having a lack of
experience with the Senate, but
stressed that he had spoken with
current senators to address the
knowledge gap.
Moradi was unable to describe
concrete steps he would take to
review Senate, instead saying he is
"learning more about the pitfalls"
behind Senate sluggishness.
"This is a big goal to take on,
because it's just like questioning
the whole structure of the thing,"
he said.
"... I haven't had any solutions yet.
I've been studying the system."
He
briefly
mentioned
strengthening
mental
health
policy, explaining that mental
health and academics "go hand
in hand." However, he did not
state specific changes he would
implement.

Moradi wants an ambitious
policy review to gauge the relevance
of all "old" Senate policies but did
not mention any specific policies
he would target. That is also next
to impossible given the number
of policies the Senate has and the
limited number of meetings they
have each year.
"Even in the past 10 years, a
lot of things [have] changed but
those policies are still the same,"
he explained. "And I don't have any
exact examples."
Despite being unable to provide
a specific plan of what he would
accomplish as a senator, Moradi said
he wants to remain committed to
student consultation.
He wants to survey students on
fall reading break before taking a
stance — something the AMS already
did earlier this year.

IMAN MORADI

"I think as of now, I'm not
sure yet," he said. "But if elected,
I'm going to reach out to as many
students as I want... from different
communities." '21

installing classroom recording
technology, improving classroom
scheduling,
unifying
student
senators and improving Senate
consultation.
As a member of the academic
building needs committee, he's
most passionate about improving
classroom spaces. For example, he
wants to introduce lecture recording
technology into classrooms.
"People will be able to access
lectures at home, for example, if it
snows and they can't get here, or
if they have any invisible or visible
disabilities that would prevent
them from coming to class," he
said.
Pang, who is also running for
AMS VP Academic and University
Affairs, additionally wants to improve
classroom scheduling on campus,

noting how consecutive classes at
UBC can be scheduled far away from
each other.
"The software that we use
[for classroom scheduling] — it's
called Scientia — it's designed for
institutions or businesses that are
about a couple of thousand people,
not to the scale of what we have at
UBC," he said.
He also wants to expand and
improve the Senate's consultation
processes during the creation of
new academic programs. He pointed
to the creation of the biomedical
engineering program, which every
student senator voted against due to
a lack of student consultation and a
shortage of full-time staff.
"I really want to make sure that
student voices are being considered
at the beginning of the consultation

so that kind of thing doesn't happen
again," said Pang.
To properly implement a fall
reading break, he believes that the
Senate and AMS need to collaborate
more with students and university
staff. Although he praised the
AMS's fall reading week survey, he
pointed out how the Engineering
Undergraduate Society objected to
their advocacy as an example of failed
outreach.
"It's really important to explore
options that work for everyone," said
Pang "This year really needs to be
that final push."
Pang currently co-chairs the
Student Senate Caucus, a role
he filled in January. He hopes to
continue in that role and unify the
voices of student senators, which he
says can lead to greater consultation.

"Some ofthe student senators are
not as involved in Senate as others,
and I think as a result there has
been a lack of student consideration
for certain groups," he said. "So
really getting student senate caucus
together equals consultation with
more students."
Compared to most Senate
candidates, Pang has a lot more
relevant experience for the position.
However, he acknowledges that his
primary goals of installing lecture
capture technology and improving
classroom scheduling are not broadly
held.
To achieve them, he will need
support from his fellow senators.
"A lot of student senate caucuses
in the past haven't really addressed
that," he said. "So I think that first
goal might be a little bit harder." 'Q

Third-year arts and management
student Mathew Ho wants to
improve mental health and student
evaluations of teaching (SETs) as a
student senator.
Ho is one of ten candidates
seeking five student senatorat-large positions in this year's
student elections.
Ho says that SETs were a widely
discussed issue during his two years
as an Arts Undergraduate Society
representative on the Faculty of
Arts Council. Now, he wants to
bring it up in Senate.
"I feel like it's a great next step
in the learning process," he said.
But during his interview and
the debates, Ho struggled to
give cohesive answers on how
he'd implement his platform. He
hesitated while describing his

MAX HOLMES

NICK PANG

Nick Pang, student senator for the
faculty of pharmaceutical sciences,
is running for a senator-at-large
position on the Senate.
His platform revolves around

MATHEW HO
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Third-year
psychology
and
biology student Awais Quadre
is running for a seat on Senate
on the platform of making the
"student learning experience" its
top priority.
Quadre, who's also seeking
a seat on the UBC Board of
Governors, plans to push for a fall
reading break implemented by
the end of next school year and
increased access to classroom
spaces and open educational
resources (OERs).
On issues such as the fall reading
break, he expressed frustration at the
Senate's sluggish pace.
"Everything seems to be drawn
out," he said. "There's no hard
deadlines, there's no getting things
done. It's a lot of consultation after
consultation without taking any

action."
He wants to create a hard deadline
for the implementation of a fall
reading break in the 2020/21 school
year to ensure its creation.
"Without a deadline, it will just
continue to be talk and no action,"
he said. "We've already had years
of discussion on this topic — it just
comes down to people sitting down,
going into a discussion and coming
out with a decision."
The Student Senate Caucus's
"Senate 2020" document already lists
implementing a fall reading break
by 2020 as a goal, but it isn't a strict
deadline.
To find a way to implement the
fall reading break, Quadre hopes to
reach out to concerned parties such
as the Engineering Undergraduate
Society (EUS) to find a solution.

"The EUS has a problem, but the
engineering students overall want a
reading break. What we need to do
is go back to the table ... and reach
an agreement there to accommodate
everybody," he said.
Quadre also wants to join the
senate building committee to help
create new classrooms to address the
current shortage of them on campus.
"A lot of construction that is being
done doesn't prioritize students. It
leaves a space for students in the
building, but we need spaces that
address students — learning spaces,
larger lecture rooms, stuff like that."
Additionally, he wants to expand
the use of OERs, citing his own
experiences purchasing expensive
textbooks.
"I bought [my textbook] for
$100, just to do the homework,

which is 10 per cent of my grade.
So open educational resources are
necessary to ensure that, as tuition
increases, students can at least
attempt to keep up with the price
increases," he said.
Quadre has no experience
in student government, and it
sometimes shows in his grasp on
Senate matters. In an interview with
The Ubyssey, he said he "was not
sure" what Policy 73 was (it is UBC's
policy for accommodating students
with disabilities).
Nonetheless, he believes students
should vote for him because of his
passionate voice on student issues.
"With new people and new
ideas coming in, it's necessary that
we promote these new ideas and
we push for people to be included
into the Senate," he said. "And I'm

very passionate about the work
that I'm going to be able to get
done." %

RILEY TY

Senate review and student advocacy
on affordable educational resources
and implementing a fall reading
break.
A current AMS Councillor,
Ty plans to bring his experience
from the society and the Science
Undergraduate Society to Senate.
"It mostly goes back to my first
and second years. I really struggled
academically," he said.
"And then talking to my friends
... we met through mutual suffering.
But they also were struggling. And
then I had to ask myself, what kind
of system would make their students
intentionally struggle?"
Ty's platform is extensive.
He wants to extend the course
add/drop deadline to later in
the semester and standardize

the academic concessions policy
across faculties.
He also wants to increase
integration of open educational
resources (OERs) in classes after
noticing that discussion of the
topic was lacking in Senate — the
governance body hasn't discussed
OERs since May 2018.
Ty was "scared" that Canada's
ongoing copyright law review
would reduce OER accessibility.
OERs are public domain materials
that are already free, but Ty said he
wanted to advocate to keep their
prices low.
"Let's face it, textbook costs are
what kill a lot of students," he said.
"As a science student, I spend $200
on a single textbook, then I only get
$60 back if I sell it."

Ty hopes to establish a working
group to push for fall reading
break, acknowledging Senate's
slow-moving tendencies. However,
his competitor Max Holmes has
already begun the process in
Senate.
"If we have an actual group
working on it long term with [fall
reading break] as its sole focus, then
I feel like they can produce a lot more
results than us debating on it for god
knows how long," he said.
Aside from student advocacy,
reforming Senate is one of Ty's
primary platform points. He wants
to send out faculty-wide notifications
of pertinent policy changes and
implement term limits on faculty
senators.
"They're not motivated to get

things done," he said. "By installing
term limits, it will... force them to get
things done earlier."
He would have to lobby the
province to change the University Act
to accomplish that.
Most notably, he wants to launch
an external governance review of
Senate.
"There's a lot of issues, it gets
backlogged for years. And it needs to
be overhauled," he said.
Despite his bold claims, Ty
acknowledged that a review would
be lengthy and he could only
initiate change during a term as
senator.
"I hope to inspire other
students to take up my cause, or
just do something similar or take
up their own causes," he said. tH

Fourth-year integrated sciences and
history major Riley Ty is running for
senator-at-large on a campaign of
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EVERY VOTE FOR AMS ELECTIONS COUNTS.
Emma Livingstone
HERE'S HOW
Voting begins this week for AMS
elections and every vote counts in
the electoral system the AMS uses.
While the Senate and Board of
Governors races use first past the
post (FPTP) — meaning the winner
can be determined by the candidate© who get just one more vote
than the next-closest competitor
— elections for the AMS president
and vice-presidents use a ranked
ballot system called the Condorcet
method.
Condorcet is not seen often in
electoral systems. But the method
is "arguably one ofthe more democratic and fairer systems," according to AMS Elections Administrator Halla Bertrand.
Dr. Richard Johnston — a UBC
political science professor and
Canada research chair in public
opinion, elections, and representation — agrees.
By using Condorcet, "we want to
make sure that everybody gets a level
playing field in comparison with every other candidate," he said.
Unlike FPTP where voters check
one box for one candidate, Condorcet
allows the voters to rank each candidate from first to last choice. Once all
votes are cast, candidates are ranked
against each other in a series of oneon-one matches. Ultimately, it's not
about who has the most votes but
who has the most majorities.
COUNTING VOTES
Let's say there are three voters voting for three candidates: A, B and C.

AMS

One voter prefers A, B, C. The second
prefers A, C, B. The last prefers B, A,
C. To determine the winner, every
candidate is pitted against each other to see who is ranked higher more
often — in this case, it would be A.
The 2018 AMS elections saw a
similar formation of votes for the
presidential race. Current president
Marium Hamid won two majorities
against competitors Andy Lin and
Rodney Little Mustache, meaning
voters chose her as their preferred
option the majority ofthe time.
Because of this structure, Condorcet can quickly become complicated.
"The bigger the ballot, the more
complicated choices are, even
when you know what you want to
do," Johnston said.
For example, the 2016 AMS elections saw Ava Nasiri closely beating
Jenna Omassi. While both candidates won all their one-on-one races, Nasiri was rated more preferably
over Omassi by a mere 267 votes.
More candidates can also mean
more time spent ranking everyone,
but Bertrand assured that the AMS
online voting system is able to tally
results fairly quickly.
"It's obviously way faster than
humans counting," she said.
VOTER BEHAVIOUR
Condorcet also does not see more
strategic voting than electoral systems that more widely used, such
as FPTP.
According to Johnston, voters in

FPTP strategically vote for the candidate who they think has a good
chance of winning in fear of making a 'throwaway vote.' Condorcet's
ranked ballot system in some ways
works to eliminate those worries.
"The general argument is that
if you have a preferential ballot,
then that reduces the need for
voters to do anything other than
express their true preferences,"
Johnston said.
But the ranked ballots can create some barriers for voters, as
the system puts more of an onus
on voters to inform themselves on
candidates' platforms if they want
to rank them all fairly.
The additional ban on slates also
makes deciding who to vote for more
difficult for uninformed voters. According to Johnston, most voters
tend to vote with name recognition
or align themselves with the party
who shares their values. Without
slates, voters may have to do a bit
more research into each individual's platform.
But Bertrand
disagreed with the idea that
confusion around Condorcet leads to voter apathy in AMS elections.
"I think the instructions on the ballot are pretty clear," she said.
"Obviously it's very important that voters understand the tallying system used in
a ballot... and I'm not sure voters
understand how it's tallied at the
end ofthe day."

ELECTIONS

BINGO

Two candidates put
in the penalty box
for the same thing

A candidate claims
to have had a huge
part in a popular
decision

Your Facebook is
inundated with
event invites

1,000,000
Ubyssey articles

You yearn to go
back to a two-week
campaign period

"The AMS election
is going on?"

You forget what
campus looks like
beneath all the
posters

Someone
weaponizesthe
SASC debacle

"Student
engagement"

Latu mentions
climate change

You try to figure
out which one is
the joke candidate

A candidate
'disagrees'with a
fact check

"Transparency"
(FREE SPACE)

A candidate
reminds you of the
villian in an '80s
teen movie

"I'm an outsider"

Only one candidate
in a race knows
anything about the
position

"Consultation with
students"

Someone's election
video makes you
uncomfortable

The Ubyssey
screams "please
vote!" into a
dark void

A candidate
celebrates like,
way too much, on
elections night

Someone
campaigns in your
class which makes
you not want to
vote for them

A 'quirky' event
organized by a
candidate

Someone relates
global political
issues to the AMS

"Fall reading
break"

"What even is the
AMS?"
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Here's everything you need to know about this year's

REFERENDA QUESTIONS
Students have the final say on seven important issues this year. This is why you should care.
Words Moira Wyton, Samantha McCabe, Bridget Chase & Sonia Pathak
Illustrations Ella Chan

AMS BYLAW CHANGES
AMS Bylaws are dry — so dry, in fact, the AMS just found out it
had been breaking them by accident since 2014. But the changes
proposed to them could have huge impacts on accountability and
transparency within the society.
Most proposed changes are housekeeping tasks, like
making any AMS councillor eligible to fill an executive
vacancy and fixing typos. One change clarifies that the
AMS ombudsperson will no longer work on grievances with
the university, but this does not mean the position will be
abolished as some critics have suggested. Instead, the AMS
ombudsperson will now deal with grievances with the
society, and leave advocacy to the university to the UBC
Ombuds Office, which it says is better-suited to the role.
There are three major changes that deserve your full attention:

Abolishing Student Court
The proposed referendum wants to abolish Student Court, the
AMS's defunct appeals body. This isn't the first time the AMS
has attempted to do so.
The Court hasn't been filled permanently since 2010, and it
technically only needs to be filled when an issue is brought up
by a member. But Dylan Braam, chair ofthe AMS governance
committee which proposed the changes, says filling the
Court only when an issue arises is a sure way for the Court's
decisions to be biased.
"It is a horrible, a very, very bad practice to be picking
people ... with knowledge as a Council of both the question
that's going to be brought, and how the AMS would like that
question ruled on," said Braam. "That's just silly."
Currently, any decision made by Student Court is not
binding on the AMS. It is instead presented to Council to
be either accepted or rejected by a simple majority vote — a
power Council has historically used to reject reports it does
not agree with.
"It wastes people's time to tell them that there's a remedy
available that quite frankly, could in actual practice not exist,"
said Braam.
When asked why Student Court couldn't make its decisions
binding to Council, Braam pointed out that Council has a
fiduciary duty to pursue the best interests of the AMS and its
members, which couldbe contravened if a Student Court decision
compelled a certain course of action against these interests.
Braam recognized that pursuing complaints in the regular

legal system can be difficult and expensive. He said the new
BC Civil Resolution Tribunal is a more low-cost and accessible
solution that he hopes students would take advantage of to
challenge Council decisions they feel violate its bylaws.
"There will still be a remedy for Council ... and it will
actually be an enforceable remedy because it'll be a tribunal
order," he said.

Limiting the availability of AMS documents
The second controversial proposal seeks to grant Council
the ability to draft a policy that would limit the availability
of AMS documents that would be "harmful to the financial
or economic interests" of the Society. This would also
cover documents that include third-parties, solicitor-client
privilege, in-camera discussions or ongoing investigations
involving the AMS.
Braam said current bylaws could compel the AMS to release
documents that contravene solicitor-client privilege related to
the society's legal proceedings, such as union negotiations or
responses to human rights complaints. But due to the vague
definition of "harmful," this move would severely limit the
information available to members and journalists.
Student collective Forward UBC, which declined to allow
a representative to go on the record, called the phrasing "an
incredibly broad exemption that would allow the AMS to keep
secret anything it feels like" in its online platform against the
bylaw changes.
"I will be perfectly honest, this does decrease
transparency," said Braam. "But there is, of course, a balance
between transparency and properly running a society in the
best interest of students."
However, he noted that the change would only give Council
the ability to draft a policy rather than to immediately limit
these documents. As a result, Braam is confident that Council
will be incentivized by student concern and media coverage to
draft a policy that balances the two.
Arts Councillor Andy Wu is concerned that a policy does
not have the "institutional rigidity" of a bylaw. He voted against
the bylaw changes in Council due to the vague language used,
but agrees with them in spirit.
"I was concerned about the possibility of future Councils
and Executives taking an expansive approach to define
"financial or economic interests of the Society," and blocking
documents that may be matters of public interest without
proper checks and balances," said Wu in a statement to The
Ubyssey.

As to why students should share Braam's trust —
especially since the decision to cut the Sexual Assault
Support Centre's support services was made and reversed
unilaterally by the executives — Braam only offered his
personal perception that this year's executive has been
thoughtful in decisions like these.
He also firmly placed the onus of keeping the society
transparent on students should the changes go through.
"I don't necessarily think it's right to say, 'Trust AMS
Council to value transparency,' it's more that they as members
should demand that Council be transparent," he said.

Changing the criteria for referenda questions
The third substantial proposed change sets out four new
criteria for referenda questions, in addition to the pre- existing
requirement that they be answerable by a "yes" or "no."
These include not being "materially untrue," not calling
for illegal actions, being clear and unambiguous, and stating if
the question would lead to the violation of a contract and the
penalty if so.
These guidelines are meant to act as further reference
for how questions can be approved if Student Court, which
used to rule on referenda questions, is abolished. They also
mandate the AMS to give a reason if it rejects a question,
which it has the power to do.
While Braam said this change was not proposed with
any particular referenda question in mind, referenda
approvals have been contentious in the past. In 2017, the AMS
ombudsperson referred the Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions
(BDS) referendum question to Student Court, which was not
filled at the time, and opposition to the question's ability to
be answered by "yes" or "no" was litigated through the court
system instead.
Forward UBC criticized the changes in its online platform,
calling the new requirements "onerous" and "vague."
"This defeats the point of the referendum process, which
is meant to change things that the AMS Council refuses to
change on its own," reads the platform.
The phrasing of "materially untrue" is not defined, but
Braam said it's meant to refer to the spirit ofthe question.
"It's a caution against putting in ... things that are just
recklessly false to mislead students," said Braam, adding
that this will help ensure controversial topics like BDS are
represented as objectively as possible on the ballot.
"We're not giving [Council] full rein to deny questions. We
are guiding questions for [these] five reasons only."
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SEXUAL ASSAULT SUPPORT CENTRE INDIGENOUS STUDENT FUND FEE
FUNDING INCREASE
APPROVAL

CAMPUS CULTURE AND
PERFORMANCE FEE CHANGES

Out of all the referenda, the tripling of the Sexual Assault
Support Centre (SASC) funding might be the one the AMS
is pushing the hardest. If it passes, it would mean a huge
victory for the AMS and the SASC after a tumultuous year.
"We want there to be enough comfort for all community
members, especially our survivors, in knowing that SASC
will be funded and it will not only be funded it will have
room to grow as well," said AMS President Marium Hamid.
She described the process of this referendum as a "very
collaborative" project.
Last March, the AMS put forward a similar referendum,
asking that students approve a fee increase from $3.63 to
$7. That referendum received significant backlash because
it was an omnibus question packed with changes to several
groups' fee structures — groups that said they weren't
adequately consulted and that the referendum would put
their funding in peril.
That referendum failed even though a majority of students
voted yes, only because the question didn't meet quorum.
After the SASC's support services were almost cut by the
AMS last summer — to great outcry from the UBC community
— executives pared down the financials of their own offices
to supplement the overburdened SASC budget.
New funding through the referenda would support
the SASC as a whole, but in particular the continuation of
support services as well as expanded hours and peer-run
programs like Healthier Masculinities. It would also allow
the SASC to look towards projects they previously might
only have dreamed of doing, explained Hamid, like hosting
an Indigenous elder.
"Ensuring the financial stability of the SASC is also vital
for ensuring that survivors have choices about the supports
that they are able to access," wrote the SASC collective in a
recent letter to The Ubyssey.
"Consent is ultimately all about choice. Having safe and
accessible options is necessary to restore the autonomy of
survivors."
All the money raised through this fee will be put in the
Sexual Assault Support Services Fund (SASF) and may be
used only for "sexual assault support services and initiatives."
At minimum, two-thirds of that fund would be taken out
annually to use in the SASC's operating budget, with another
third at maximum available for the AMS to allocate towards
special projects that aim to address sexual violence. Any
student can apply for SASF funding grants.
Hamid strongly urges students to vote "yes" even if they
themselves do not feel affected by sexual violence on campus.
"If there has been a time where the AMS has needed
[student] support to make something happen, this is it
now. And it's not an issue that everybody is often able to
understand, or relate to, but it's one that's affecting more
people than we can imagine," said Hamid.
"... Do it for those who are not able to often say that, T will
be needing this.' Do it for all of them."

The seven Campus Culture and Performance (CCP) clubs who
make up the CCP Committee are proposing a change to the fee
that would come at no cost to students.
Instead, the change would restructure how the funds could
be distributed to other campus groups.
The CCP fee was implemented in 2016 after a student-led
referendum. Currently set at $2, the fund is allotted to seven
cultural and performance groups at UBC: Blank Vinyl Project,
UBC Slam, UBC Debate Society, UBC Film Society, UBC Players
Club, Musical Theatre Troupe and UBC Jazz Cafe.
After realizing that the terms of the fee prevented other
related clubs from accessing the fund, the University Music
Initiative (UMI), UBC Photographic Society and CCP
Committee proposed the fee restructuring.
The fee is already set to raise annually by $0.25 and will do
so until 2026, after which it will begin to grow in accordance
with inflation.
"Each student pays 25 cents more each year for this fund,"
said UMI VP External John Yan. "... So we thought, why not
include more clubs as a part of it?"
The restructuring would also ensure that no more than one
additional club would be able to join the CCP Committee per
year. Club applications will be evaluated by financial need and
whether or not "concrete structures [are] in place to make use
of the money."
The clubs already receiving funding from the fee would
establish criteria and work with the AMS Finance Committee
to screen applicants. Once approved, the new CCP club would
be permanently added to the collective and get an equal share
of the funding.
"If clubs know that there's an opportunity to be a part of this,
[they will] put on more inclusive events," Yan said. "We want
these clubs to be leaders in campus performance and arts."

The AMS is proposing an annual fee of $0.95 per student
(tied to inflation) to create an Indigenous Student Fund,
which would support the activities of the newly created
Indigenous committee.
According to committee member Laura Beaudry, a Cree and
Metis student in her fourth year studying anthropology, the
committee plans to use the money to support Indigenous student
clubs and initiatives, as well as scholarships and bursaries for
Indigenous students. It also wants to host some larger cultural
events throughout the year, such as powwows.
Verukah Poirier-Jewell, a third-year First Nations and
Indigenous studies student who is of Maskwacis Cree and Metis
descent, also hopes to use the funding to build spaces where
Indigenous students can connect with one another.
"I found that campus is a very white space," said PoirierJewell, noting the Indigenous committee was given back a room
in the Nest by the current AMS executive for its own use.
"[Our room] gives us a place to congregate and come together
and be able to have our own cultural events."
While there have been concerns expressed online about the
vagueness of the fund allocation, Beaudry and Poirier-Jewell
hope that the process for clubs and individuals to receive funding
would be holistic and "fit [with] Indigenous ways of being and
Indigenous ways of knowing."
Beaudry also hopes that, with the funding, the Indigenous
Committee can be a model for student unions and universities
across Canada to create "a sense of security and belonging" for
Indigenous students.
"Creating this committee is a solid foundation for hopefully
the rest of time [so] that Indigenous students can feel like involved
in AMS politics and UBC politics ... because we're always talked
about but we're never included," said Beaudry.
"I think it's such a great legacy that our community can leave
for other Indigenous students across Canada."

GRADUATING CLASS FEE DECREASE

The AMS wants to decrease the graduating class fee from $7
to $3, which is collected from students in their final year.
The fee is currently collected in a fund for the Grad
Council, which is separate from the AMS and composed of
constituency society members, to install a gift or piece of art
on campus on behalf of that year's graduating class.
In 2016, the AMS collected $51,373 for the Council,
followed by $52,572 in 2017. As of this year, over $160,000
remain unused in the fund, according to AMS VP Finance
Kuol Akuechbeny.
The initiative has also faced controversy recently.
The U-Pass is once again up for approval this year. But instead
The 2017 Grad Council gift of a Thunderbird sculpture to
ofthe typical three-year contracts, the AMS has secured a five- be installed in the Nest has been stalled due to concerns from
year agreement with TransLink.
the Musqueam Indian Band, on whose ancestral, traditional
If this referendum does not pass or reach quorum — eight and unceded territory UBC Vancouver is located. The
per cent of all students voting — students will have to pay full Musqueam Band is concerned about the representation ofthe
adult prices for transit. Outside of the U-Pass program, an Thunderbird because the artist commissioned to create the
sculpture, Connie Watts, is of Nuu-chah-nulth, Gitxsan and
equivalent all-zone monthly pass would cost $174.
According to AMS VP External Cristina Ilnitchi, this year's Kwakwaka'wakw ancestry.
U-Pass agreement is "a step towards ... long-term affordability
But past gifts — such as trees planted on campus — remain
for students."
heartfelt reminders of past graduating classes.
"We think even with the $3, we still have ample opportunity
The proposed price of $42.50 per month — a $1.50 increase
from the current price — would remain constant through 2025. to give a gift that's impactful, meaningful and symbolic ofthe
"It is really important that students — even if they spirit ofthe graduating class," said Akuechbeny.
themselves don't think that they use their U-Pass often — that
Asking for less money might make this a first for the AMS
they still vote in favour because the majority of students rely on — but given that recent gifts have been stalled and the fund
this as an affordability mechanism in their life," Ilnitchi said.
under-utilized, it is a relatively transparent request.

U-PASS RENEWAL

ESTABLISHING A THRIFT SHOP FEE
Project Imagine, a student-run collective that manages a variety
of sustainability-based projects, is asking students to create an
annual $0.95 fee to establish a permanent thrift shop on campus.
According to Rain Chen — the collective's founder —
establishing a thrift shop in the Nest has been in the works since
2017, when Project Imagine first went to the AMS with the
proposal.
Despite a lack of response from the AMS, Chen refused to
give up. Last summer, Project Imagine began piloting pop-up
thrift shop events in the Life Building, which have consistently
seen profits of $500 to $900 over the course of each two-day
event.
"There's a very real need for [a thrift shop] that you can
see online. There's UBC Buy and Sell, you see second-hand
textbooks. ... Why isn't there a physical place for this to take
place?" said Chen.
"All you need is a system to be able to take these items and
redistribute them to students who need them."
She added that profits would be re-invested into the shop
itself. She also expects that the fee would only be needed until
the shop is self-sustaining within two to five years from its
creation.
"Over the course of five years, you're relinquishing one cup of
coffee to help start a thrift shop on campus," Chen said. M
'
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'UNIQUE BEAST'
IS AMS ACTIVISM DEAD?
Words Henry Anderson, Thea Udwadia & Moira Wyton
Design Julia Zhu
Illustrations Alex Vanderput
In2012, Roger McAfee, former editor-in-chief of The Ubyssey
in 1963 and AMS president in 1964, barged into the AMS office demanding a fight.
McAfee was angered that the Alumni Association, formerly independent from UBC, had been incorporated into
the university's jurisdiction. He was met with some confusion.
"Roger McAfee was upset," recalled Sheldon Goldfarb,
AMS archivist, who was there that day. "He said, 'They're an
ally ofthe AMS — you can't let them be absorbed, you should
be on the barricades fighting!'"
He demanded to speak with the AMS president at the
time, who Goldfarb describes as "a very nice guy ... but
mild-mannered."
"It was like the clash of two different eras," Goldfarb said.
"Like, here's a '60s AMS president who wanted [a] fight ...
[but] it didn't matter what the fight was about.
"But he thought the AMS should be on board and not
just on board like, 'Oh, yes, sign a letter or something.' But
that [they] should be fighting with us, [they] should be protesting.
"And I'm thinking, we don't do that much anymore," he said.
But just because the AMS isn't shouting and kicking down
doors doesn't mean its work isn't political anymore.
In fact, the society's pivot in the last 30 years is a case
study in how activism by student unions is staying alive as
financial and political barriers close in.

ONE FOR THE BOOKS
Since its establishment in 1915, the AMS has been through
distinct phases of protest, activism and change. Goldfarb,
author of The Great Trek: 100 Years of Student Life at UBC,
describes the '60s and '70s as a time of "advocacy, militancy
and protests." The AMS often led impassioned demonstrations
for student representation and rights — and not just at UBC.
In 1956, for instance, the AMS raised money for students
of the University of Sopron in Hungary to migrate to UBC
amidst Cold War tensions.
In 1969, the AMS funded and supported the Amchitka
protest, where thousands of students blocked the border to
protest an American nuclear test in Alaska.
Then in 1975, the AMS called for students to go on strike
for one day to protest ICBC raising interest rates for young
drivers.
Today, things are hardly as explosive as they were back
then.
As direct political stances by the AM Shave declined, its politics are moving to the individual level of how it can directly support students without claiming to speak for all of them at once.

"In recent years it has been more
services, lobbying, quiet negotiation. Back in the 60s, things were
more radical."
- Sheldon Goldfarb, AMS archivist

Student unions like the AMS are charged with representing a large student population whose only common trait is
that they study at the same place. Since the opinions of individual members on political issues tend to be "all over the
map," leadership becomes key to how political or not the
union tends to be, according to Dr. Mark Thompson, professor emeritus in the Sauder School of Business where he specializes in labour unions.
A key concern for student unions, according to Thompson, is who's in government when each executive comes to
power and how they can leverage their advocacy in the short
year or two of their tenure. Cristina Ilnitchi, who is currently running for re-election as AMS VP External, called being
partisan "detrimental" to the interests of students in the 2019
Great Debate.
"You run the risk if you get too much off the deep end
on these narrow political issues, the membership reacts,"
said Thompson. There is a lot student unions have to ask for
from the government and the university, and they'd be hard
pressed to do it while on the "enemies list" for a particular
government because of a stance they took.
The changes in the AMS's activism do not necessarily
mean that the force of their advocacy efforts is any weaker
than it once was, according to AMS VP Academic and University Affairs Max Holmes. Rather than a more passive
form of activism, Holmes believes that AMS advocacy today is better described as being "informed, data-driven and
consultative."
For example, when the AMS recently opposed all proposed tuition fee increases by the university, it was in large
part an opposition to the lack of meaningful consultation by
the university. The AMS is also mandated to advocate for
lower tuition.
Goldfarb, however, believes the fact that the university
is obligated to consult with the AMS over issues like tuition increases alone is indicative of its progress over the
years.

"In the old days, before the '60s, the university would increase fees and the students would say, 'Hey you didn't tell
us'... but there was no expectation that they would," said
Goldfarb.
"As a result of what happened in the '60s, now the university has policies of its own that says, "We consult the student
leadership." That's a win, in Goldfarb's book.

IN THE BLACK
If the AMS has changed the way it engages with advocacy,
what else has changed?
"There was this sort of debate in the late '60s," Goldfarb
said. One side, he mentioned, was more concerned with "protesting and changing society."
The other side, although it acknowledged the value of lobbying, was more keen to invest in supporting the clubs, creating a new Student Life Building and expanding existing AMS
services.
"That's the side that has mostly won out," Goldfarb said.
Now, the sheer size ofthe AMS's student body and bottom
line are two core considerations that drive the society's activism and strategy.

"/ don't think we're getting towards this trend of less people are
actively involved, I think people
are changing the way that they get
involved."
- Max Holmes, AMS VP Academic and
University Affairs

By the end ofthe 2018/19 fiscal year, the AMS will collect
almost $22 million in student fees. About half of that money
will go towards the AMS Health & Dental plan, and another
$10 million will go directly towards subsidiary organizations
like the Student Legal Fund, the Sexual Assault Support Centre (SASC), a bursary fund and more that each spend their
money autonomously.
That leaves a little over $2 million called "net discretionary income" — a sliver of remaining money used to cover the
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costs of administration and student services that are managed by the team of executives you are electing this week.
But student fees are supplemented by two other sources
of income — investment and business operations — that are
becoming an increasingly large share ofthe AMS's total revenue and the society's big picture.
The AMS is budgeted to earn $375,000 in revenue this
year from investing of its $2,125,000 endowment, and returns have risen steadily since 2014/15 when investments
brought in $302,000.
The AMS also accounts for the "amortization of deferred
capital contribution," which refers to assets like the Nest that

- Uarium Hamid, AMS president

RISKY BUSINESS
On the business side, AMS eateries finally appear to be making profits on a consistent basis following several years of
losses during the AMS's transition to the Nest — a trend that
could help to society operate even more student services.
After generating a $900,000 surplus over the past fiscal
year, Akuechbeny expected revenue to drop in 2019 due an
increase in BC's minimum wage and increased competition
with other food outlets in the Life Building and UBC Central.
But returns from the AMS's third- quarter financial report
show that businesses have vastly outperformed expectations
by 34 per cent over predicted revenue to date.
That surplus will go towards paying off the AMS's operational debt, which currently sits at about $1 million. Once that
debt is paid off, all surpluses will contribute to student services.
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"Our services, if you think of it, are a fairly lean operation
in the sense that for less than half a million dollars, we service 56,000 students on this campus as well as any community members who also seek out these services," said Hamid.
"So when revenues from things like Blue Chip are happening,
they're going towards making and reinforcing the services
that we have."
Eventually, Akuechbeny and Hamid expect profits will be
so significant that the AMS can reduce its student fees, transitioning towards a self-sustaining model for businesses and
pouring more money into services.
It remains to be seen whether businesses and invest-

"If you look at things like the Gallery and the Pit, they have all come as
a result of really strong students voices, whether it was a referendum
that made the Gallery in its current form possible, or the Pit 50 years
ago with David Suzuki, they happen as a result of a student need"

appreciate in value over time. This generates an estimated
$450,000 in revenue annually.
President Marium Hamid says the AMS's endowment and
capital play an important role in building credibility with
financial partners by ensuring the society is economically
stable. A recent example is the AMS's refinancing of its construction loan for the Nest with RBC, which saved tens of
millions of dollars.
Recently, the AMS has also been pushing to ensure its
investments are ethically operated, making headlines for divesting the endowment from fossil fuels last summer.
And while UBC has mostly rejected calls for it to divest,
the AMS's investment policy can be seen as a form of advocacy, too — one "that seems to be going well so far," according
to AMS VP Finance Kuol Akuechbeny.
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ment returns will continue to be lucrative enough to provide the AMS with significant surpluses going forward.
Hamid says a truly self-sustaining funding model with
deducted student fees is well down the road — "in no way
any sooner than 15 years" — but she is optimistic it will be
realized eventually.
"With the attitude that our permanent staff members
have — that they've prepared every single round of executives with that understanding that this is a reality, and this
is something we can truly work on — we do build a culture
where that becomes something that we are striving for."
And underlying the importance of businesses is the idea
they're a form of advocacy, too.

NO CRYING IN STUDENT POLITICS
One might think student unions follow a rather cut-anddry strategy for success.
But when it comes to navigating this delicate relationship between advocacy and services, investment and
savings, the AMS faces challenges and opportunities in a
league of its own.
"There are very few comparable student unions to the
AMS in Canada, let alone in British Columbia," said Aran
Armutlu, president of the BC Federation of Students. The
reasons are countless: the sheer size of its student body,
its financial resources, its dedicated space, its connection
to the administration, the Nest's role as a "central hub" on
campus — the list goes on.
"It really is a unique beast in that sense."

The trade-off between advocating for students and
providing them services may not be as clear-cut as many
believe.
"Services and advocacy can be intertwined, whether
it's having an ombudsperson at the studio and available or
pro bono legal aid, or a food bank or a resource for any sort
of mental health [issue] or things like that," said Armutlu. "Those are the services really are tied into advocacy,
right? Because we're saying that these are things that students are struggling with, there are needed resources for
right now."
Holmes agrees that the two are inextricably linked.
"The AMS has grown over the years," he said. "And in the
past, it might have been at a point where advocacy and services were a trade-off. I don't think that's where we are now."
He gave the example of the SASC and its influence on
the advocacy done by the AMS on UBC's sexual misconduct policy.
"Without a service like SASC, we would not be able to
have the subject-matter experts, who ... work with survivors to inform [our] survivor-centric advocacy."
The SASC is also aperfect example of how services themselves are political. It was established in 2003, fourteen
years before the university's first standalone sexual violence prevention and response office was established under
Policy 131 in 2017.
When the AMS executive, including Holmes, Hamid
and Akeuchbeny, decided to cut support services from the
SASC last June, the community was vehemently opposed
and the decision was quickly reversed. The executive has
since apologized for the decision, and tripling funding for
the Centre is up for approval by referendum this year.
"If anything, the services and the advocacy complement each other," Holmes added. "And we've gotten to the
point now where the AMS is able to have both, and they
flourish with each other."
Just as students are no longer storming the AMS offices, the AMS isn't fighting for a seat at the table anymore.
"We no longer demand representation because we've
got it," Holmes mentioned. "... The AMS has become more
of a player [in recent decades], and perhaps that changes
the way things work now."
"When you're a player, you don't stand outside the window and shout and wave your placard. You're here in the
room." '21
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OP-ED: WHY YOU SHOULD GIVE A SHIT ABOUT AMS ELECTIONS
Alex Nguyen and Zak Vescera

i Chan

AMS elections are going on, but
most students don't give a shit —
even though they really should.
We're The Ubyssey's news editors, so we're naturally interested
in who takes the reins (and we're
literally paid to care).
But we recognize there are
a lot of reasons to disregard the
AMS. This school's governance is
damn confusing. Half the Senate
candidates don't seem to know
the difference between Senate
and the Board of Governors. The
Sexual Violence Prevention and
Response Office, the Independent
Investigations Office, the Sexual
Assault Support Centre (SASC),
and the Sexual Violence Prevention & Respectful Environment
Policy are all different things
rooted in the same issues.
Who has time to learn about
all that? It's a lot easier to just say,
"Who cares about the AMS?" and
move on.
But you really shouldn't. We've
spent the past year covering the
AMS. We're at every Council
meeting, we cover every major decision and all the executives pretty
well hate us at this point.
So take it from us: these elec-

tions do matter. They will affect
you, and it's in your best interest
to vote.
The AMS is a multi-million-dollar organization — and
because you pay it fees every year,
you own a chunk of it. You have a
say in how the businesses in the
Nest are operated, how your clubs
are run and how you're represented in front of the university and
government.
A common perception is that
the AMS's work does not matter
and does not affect your experience as a student. That's not true.
We've seen the AMS make incredible progress and do great
harm. We were kicked out of
Council when the secret meeting
about cuts to the SASC was held.
Those cuts were later reversed
after intense public backlash. But
we were also there when AMS
Council pushed the executives to
release the minutes of that meeting. We were there when they divested from fossil fuels. We wrote
the story when they successfully
helped lobby BC to cut interest on
provincial student loans.
The society is now working on
a standalone sexual violence pre-

vention policy to address an identified gap in survivor support for
its clubs and staff. They're lobbying various governments to make
your education more affordable,
and even opposed the university
on recent tuition increases.
The Senate controls your academics. They're the ones in charge
of that fall reading break you still
haven't gotten and what academic
concessions you receive.
The Board of Governors is
the most powerful body with the
most boring name. Did you know
it's working on a trust to build
more student housing on campus?
Or that it has been lobbying to
bring a SkyTrain to UBC? Or that
it has been reviewing policies on
discrimination and harassment,
sexual violence prevention and
accommodations for students
with disabilities, all within the
span of a year?
And then there's the referenda, which could determine
whether the SASC continues to
operate, whether AMS Council
gets funding for a new In
digenous committee or
whether you save a
cool $4 a year

from a fee reduction — and that's
not even exhaustive.
Some of these things won't
matter to students for years. But
a lot of them could very realistically affect you tomorrow. Even if
you're fortunate enough to not be
impacted by some of the policies
above, odds are you have a friend
or a roommate or a lecture crush
who is.
For their sake, take some time
to vote. Read our elections coverage. Some people say it's fake
news, but we personally think
it's okay. Read through candidate
profiles. Check out this issue and
our coverage online — it's entirely dedicated to elections and includes an analysis of every single
candidate's policies. Voting happens online and takes just a few
minutes.
We're makingthis as easy for you
as we can. But ultimately, democracy
doesn't work unless you do.
So, for fuck's sake, vote. M
'
Voting for AMS, Senate and
Board of Governors elections opens on March
11 and continues
until March IS.

LETTER: VOTE YES' TO THE SASC REFERENDUM
The SASC Collective
From March 11 to March 15, the
AMS will hold a referendum that
will propose to increase the Sexual Assault Services student fee
from the current $3.63 to $9.30
and we hope that you will vote
"yes" to enhance our ability to
support the UBC community.
The Sexual Assault Services
fee was initiated in 2002, when
the SASC (Sexual Assault Support Centre) initially opened with
the collaboration of a Speakeasy
volunteer and an employee at
Women Against Violence Against
Women. The SASC fee has only
increased once in 2005 from
$1.00 to its current $3.63 today.
Since then, the SASC has expanded our hours and our services immensely.
Our team has grown from two
permanent staff members in 2002
to currently nine employees. In
2016, our hours expanded to seven days a week from 8 a.m. to 10
p.m. to match the hours of the Urgent Care Centre at the UBC Hospital. In addition, we have developed many new initiatives such as
Roots and Resilience — our weekly support group — as well as the
Healthier Masculinities program,
which began in 2015. The work
that we do has always operated in
a grassroots mindset — one that
emphasizes bottom-up and community-driven support.

We were stunned and moved
that over 2,000 people signed a
petition to reinstate support services at the SASC this past summer, when the support services
were shut down. In order for us to
serve the community that has so
vocally supported the SASC, we
once again ask for your support
by voting "yes" in the upcoming
Sexual Assault Support Services
fee referendum.
We ask that you vote "yes" to
ensure that the SASC is financially stable for years to come and to
ensure that the precarity of our
labour is reduced. Most importantly, voting "yes" will provide
survivors with stability, independent services, a wider range of resources and specialized support.
As the number of drop-ins and
outreach requests climb, we realize that the work that we are doing now is more relevant and necessary than ever before. Working
alongside other groups on campus
who do anti-violence work, we are
often reminded of the incredible
community that supports and values the work that we do.
We strive to collaborate with
our campus partners in fostering equity and cultures of consent
within the broader UBC community in addition to expanding our
own services internally. Currently, we offer drop-in appointments,

weekly support groups, printed resource materials, legal and hospital
accompaniments, and crisis shortterm safety planning for survivors.
For the broader UBC community,
we provide educational workshops
and outreach events on topics such
as healthy boundaries, responding
to disclosures of sexual assault,
and bystander intervention, among
many others.
We would like to expand our
services in the future to support
more groups on campus, with a
focus on marginalized communities — namely Black, Indigenous,
and people of colour and queer and
trans people of colour at UBC. In
the broader social moment, there
has been a spotlight on challenging
rape culture and gender-based violence. We believe that this too has
affected the numbers of survivors
who have felt empowered to seek
support and sparked the interest
in many to learn more about sexual
violence and become better allies.
Ensuring the financial stability ofthe SASC is also vital for ensuring that survivors have choices about the supports that they
are able to access. Consent is ultimately all about choice. Having
safe and accessible options is necessary to restore the autonomy
of survivors. As we move forward
from Sexual Assault Awareness
Month, while keeping its theme of
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Lua Presidio
"creating cultures of consent" in
mind, we must also acknowledge
the importance of multiple reliable options for survivors as we
strive towards creating our own
culture of consent on campus.
In the coming weeks, you will
see us around the UBC campus,
providing information about the
referendum. Come and say hi! We

SMARTCITIES
COMMUNITIES
ENVIRONMENTAL
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
INNOVATION
SUSTAINABILITY
DESIGNTHINKING

are happy to talk to you all about
the campaign and answer any
questions you may have. This is
our call to you, fellow UBC students, to vote "yes" in the upcoming referendum. We know that we
have the most incredible community of people who value our presence on campus and we are humbled and honoured to serve you. M
'
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who should you

VOTE FOR?
PRESIDENT
KUOL AKUECHBENY

STUART CLARKE

CHRIS HAKIM

JAS KULLAR

SPENCER LATU

Besides his institutional and technical knowledge, VP Finance
Kuol Akuechbeny has managed to
achieve tangible goals this year like
the investment policy divestment.
His bid for president includes a long
list of goals, but most of them look
tangible enough for students to easily track and hold him accountable
to. The main drawback is that the
VP Finance position has provided
few opportunities to do lobbying
work, which Akuechbeny would
have to quickly learn and build if
elected. He was involved in the near
cut to the SASC's support services,
but has since worked extensively on the fee increase referendum.
He also received two penalties for
misusing administrator access and
failing to blind copy when mass
emailing groups for endorsement —
an honest mistake according to him,
but it doesn't reflect well on an experienced candidate.

Newcomer Stuart Clarke has
some relevant leadership experience working in a non-profit organization. Clarke differentiates
himself from other candidates
by focusing more on internal restructuring than policy issues.
But while he was able to address
policy issues — like sexual assault
support and Indigenous inclusion — during debates, it should
be noted they were not explicitly
included in his platform. He also
failed to consult the current VP
Administration in his proposal
to phase out the position, which
doesn't reflect well on his ability
to foster communication.

AMS VP Administration Chris
Hakim would bring along with
him institutional knowledge and
relationships with student groups
if elected. His work on the AMS's
standalone sexual assault policy
draft would bolster his understanding of UBC's sexual misconduct policy, which is coming
up for review next year. But his
year as a sitting executive hasn't
all been smooth sailing, and he
was penalized for misusing administrative access to Clubhouse,
which, like Akuechbeny, doesn't
reflect well on an experienced
candidate. He has also dodged
bad press on previous occasions,
and we hope that he'd commit to
transparency if elected.

Newcomer Jas Kullar styles himself as an outsider who would
bring needed changes to the
AMS, if elected. While he has
been vocal about holding sitting
executives to account during debates, Kullar offers little evidence
to support his promise of delivering radical changes. Beyond his
overarching plan to educate students on important topics, some
of his platform points are comically
vague.

Newcomer Spencer Latu would
have a big learning curve when
it comes to policies and bureaucracy if elected. But he does offer
progressive goals many students
may find exciting — like a 10year tuition freeze — after years
of campaigns that only promise
incremental, uncreative (if actually possible) changes. He's also
aware of the lower feasibility of
some goals and the need to negotiate when advocating for students. Latu shows genuine enthusiasm for engaging students with
his emphasis on direct democracy, which is valuable for a society
usually plagued by voter apathy.

VP ACADEMIC AND UNIVERSITY AFFAIRS
JULIA BURNHAM

VANDITA KUMAR

NICK PANG

Julia Burnham is prepared to take on the VPAUA role,
having worked under its portfolio as academic campaigns
and outreach commissioner. She has experience and shows
genuine care about supporting Indigenous students, especially as the AMS tries to advance its reconciliation effort.
Burnham is politically sharp and media-savvy, and she
doesn't mince words. ("Full stop, the AMS is mandated
to advocate for lower tuition.") If she pairs her AMS experience with her work holding UBC to account, she can
get the job done. Full disclosure: several members of The
Ubyssey and its news team worked with Burnham during
her time at the paper, excluding this writer.

Vandita Kumar is passionate about supporting students
and she's willing to put in the work as VPAUA. Some of her
platform points — like the "cultural change" she seeks to
bring to the office — are ambitious but perhaps less tangible. Kumar was the only candidate not to run for Senate and demonstrated a lukewarm understanding of the
relationship between Senate and the VPAUA office. In a
strong race, Kumar's lack of institutional knowledge is a
stumbling block. But her work as Residence Hall Association president proves she can take on an advocacy role, a
crucial component ofthe job.

Nick Pang has both the experience and knowledge to take
on the VPAUA role. He's passionate about increasing peerbased mental health support and representing those who
may feel "alienated" from the AMS, like graduate and professional students. Pang's push for accessible classrooms
through the use of lecture recordings is useful and innovative, but it may face some pushback from faculty. If Pang
can utilize his institutional knowledge and continue to
call out the AMS on its failures like he has during his campaign, he can get the job done.

VP ADMINISTRATION
COLE EVANS

ANDREA M. HURTADO FUENTES

ALEX OKRAINETZ

Cole Evans is well-versed in student governance and policy
from his AMS experience. His platform is extremely detailed
and encompasses every aspect ofthe portfolio, with some ambitious goals to "enhance the student experience." We would have
to wait and see if he would be able to deliver on all he has promised, if elected. His flustered responses to criticism during the
debates also highlights aspects of his temperament which may
not be beneficial in such a communication-heavy role, especially while dealing with sensitive topics.

Andrea M. Hurtado Fuentes's experience as a residence
advisor and club president would provide her with relevant interpersonal and leadership skills, if elected. Her
goal of offering peer-support workshops for club executives may be ambitious to put in place for 400+ clubs, but
is a good step in the right direction. While she may face a
steep learning curve as an AMS outsider, she has done her
research and seems willing to learn.

Alex Okrainetz promises to bringtransparency, community and
sustainability to the forefront ofthe VP Administration portfolio. Her experience as a CommonEnergy executive has provided
her with firsthand knowledge on the difficulties clubs face with
the VP portfolio and her focus on sustainability would highlight
an aspect ofthe portfolio that is often in the background. As an
AMS outsider, she has a steep learning curve ahead of her, but
she proved she was willing and capable of challengingthe establishment candidate during the debate.
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VP FINANCE
LUCIA LIANG

VIKI LONCAR

JON TOMALTY

First-year arts student Lucia Liang clearly has the ambition and work ethic for the role, and her experience as
Arts Undergraduate Society VP Finance provides valuable
insight into what constituencies need from the AMS. But
there were times during her interview and debates when
Liang's lack of knowledge stuck out. At the beginning of
her candidacy, she was unaware that the AMS operated
its own businesses. That said, Liang has plenty of time
to grow and we wouldn't be surprised to see her kicking
around the AMS for years to come.

Viki Loncar has very little AMS experience. But she has always been refreshingly honest about her room for growth,
and she's confident her "passion and dedication" would make
up for it. Her experience managing the International Relations Students Association's finances would come in handy
when reimbursing and funding clubs, and she has some solid
goals with an emphasis on transparency. That said, her platform lacks depth and includes many recommendations that
don't actually fall under the VP Finance portfolio. She also
lagged behind others in establishing a presence at debates,
which were already lacking in engagement from candidates.

More than any other executive in the AMS, VP Finance is a
position that requires technical know-how. Through his performance in debates and detailed platform, finance student
and Associate VP Finance Jon Tomalty has proven that he
has the background for the job, but he brings more to the table than just smarts and ability. In Tomalty's own words, "a
budget really is a statement of values," and his goals of creating a green investment fund, doubling mental health spending and lowering student fees, as well as his sober reflection
on the defunding of the SASC, show that his heart is in the
right place.

VP EXTERNAL
CRISTINA ILNITCHI

WILL SHELLING

RILEY TY

Electing Cristina Ilnitchi would be a move for consistency and continuity. A lot was accomplished under her office,
like getting support for the SkyTrain extension and cutting
interest rates on provincial student loans. She has built connections and experience that would be beneficial in a second term. But her office has been criticized for conducting
consultation poorly on multiple occasions, such as the lack
of Indigenous inclusion in federal lobbying and the delayed
consultation for the professional governance act. That said,
Ilnitchi has the ultimate qualifying experience for the job —
she's already done it, and done it well.

Associate VP External Will Shelling has demonstrated a
sincere desire to learn and take on the top job. He seems
particularly passionate about equity, accessibility and climate change advocacy, although his platform is by no
means limited to those points. While he was part of the
Inter-Fraternity Council's leadership when it was accused
of making insensitive remarks about sexual assault, he has
since worked to address the issue within his own fraternity.
With his experience, he would be a good balance between
consistency and change.

Riley Ty has shown great passion for certain issues, like improving mental health support and bringing ride-hailing to
BC. A fresh voice, he is eager to hold the AMS accountable
to their actions and make sure they are communicating with
the public. But compared to other candidates in this race, he
does not have much experience with this portfolio — something which can prove crucial within the VP External office,
since a lot of the work requires strong connections with external parties.

SENATE
JULIA BURNHAM

JULIA CHAI

STUART CLARKE

CHRIS HAKIM

MATHEW HO

Julia Burnham has shown her
knowledge of the Senate, presented distinct policy change proposals and declared her intentions to
"shake up" the academic governing body. She's one of the best of
the newcomers and clearly knows
her stuff, dominating discussions
during debates. Full disclaimer:
Burnham was a Ubyssey writer for
three years and worked with several members of the news team, excluding this writer.

Julia Chai has focused almost her
entire campaign on student advocacy and consultation. While this is
important, student advocacy is already happening. But with a background in the Science Undergraduate Society, she is knowledgeable
about Senate and the issues senators are currently working on. She
seems like she would go with the
flow if elected to Senate, helping
finish the work that's been started while consistently pushing for
more student consultation.

Newcomer Stuart Clarke is committed to making students more
aware of what the Senate does,
especially with his emphasis on
reviewing the co-op guidelines to
make the program a better experience for students. On the other
hand, he has no governance experience and has never been to a
Senate meeting. His enthusiasm is
clear; "Vote for Stu" t-shirts are all
over campus. But it seems like he's
spent more time making merchandise than making a policy platform.

Chris Hakim is an ambitious candidate, but his experience makes him
one of the safest bets. He's demonstrated a willingness to consult
with the UBC community in his
time as VP Administration, and it's
good to see a candidate stress the
importance of addressing climate
change. If divestment is important
to you, vote for him — but know
that it will be a tough goal for him
to accomplish. Hakim's promise to
increase Indigenous engagement is
also a welcome addition. If elected, Hakim needs to not only follow
through with this promise, but do
so sincerely.

Mathew Ho is one of the few candidates focused on student evaluations of teaching, but he has yet to
prove that he would be an effective
senator. He hasn't talked about
many key issues except mental
health — and even then, he hasn't
provided any concrete plans as to
how to enact the type of change
he wants to see. Ho's nervous demeanor in interview and debates
show that he'd be running uphill
from the start.

MAX HOLMES

IMAN MORADI

NICK PANG

AWAIS QUADRE

RILEY TY

As one of two incumbents in this
race, it's hard to argue against Max
Holmes's extensive experience.
With two years already on Senate,
Holmes would be able to pick up
where he left off, a good thing if
you're hoping for efficiency. Over
the last year, he's had some ups and
downs, from the important student
consultation and policy reviews
to under-delivering on promises on fall reading break. But on a
slow-moving body like Senate, it's
important to have continuity and
institutional knowledge, both of
which Holmes has.

Newcomer Iman Moradi has neither relevant experience nor a
solid platform. He has no Senate
experience, which was noticeable
with his underwhelming performance at the single debate he
showed up to. At best, Moradi is
an earnest candidate who simply
lacks knowledge of the Senate. At
worst, he might be misleading students by promising things he can't
deliver regarding the fall reading
break.

Nick Pang is definitely one of the
more experienced and knowledgeable candidates in this busy race.
He displayed a strong grasp on issues such as fall reading break and
the Senate's clumsy approval processes for new programs, and it's
easy to imagine him making good
progress on both issues. His promotion of lecture recording technology is also quite interesting —
it's certainly something the Senate
should look into, although it's hard
to imagine Pang making progress
on it if he can't secure support from
other senators.

Awais Quadre seems to be a well-intentioned candidate who points out
important issues that need to be addressed — in particular fall reading
break and UBC's lack of classroom
space. But he has no student governance experience or adequate
knowledge about Senate. His debate
answers were vague and generic,
and his approach to fall reading
break consists mostly of overly ambitious goal-setting rather than an
understanding of the difficulties
behind creating one. Quadre clearly wants to help students, but he's
starting in the wrong place.

Riley Ty's goals might be too ambitious for the zealous newcomer to accomplish. His platform is
extensive and he wants change,
but we don't know how effective
he'll be at advocating for it within
Senate. Ty admitted that he could
only initiate change, and we wonder if he's spread himself too thin.
What Ty does bring to the role is
enthusiasm and a can-do attitude,
which can actually make a difference in a team setting.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
DYLAN BRAAM

MAX HOLMES

JEANIE MALONE

AWAIS QUADRE

Dylan Braam is a relative newcomer at
UBC, but his track record of holding execs
accountable at AMS Council speaks to his
understanding of governance. He has extensive oversight experience that should help
him accomplish at least a good chunk of his
well-developed platform, but he'll need to
step up his game on consulting and negotiating to get it done. Overall, he'd be a strong,
uncompromising voice for students when the
university oversteps its bounds.

We're more than confident Max Holmes can
do this job and do it well, but how he does it is
another thing. He's an ambitious leader with
a track record of earning wins for students
at the negotiating table and holding UBC's
administration accountable. That being said,
Holmes has a habit of cutting corners to meet
his own needs. When he's been challenged by
his own Council, he's responded immaturely
and deceitfully. If he's elected, he needs to
understand that those methods won't make
him any friends at the BoG.

Jeanie Malone is probably the most respected student politician at UBC. She's reliable,
non-partisan and understands that making
change at the Board level necessitates cultivating good relations with her fellow governors. We think Malone shines best when
she goes against the grain, and we hope she
continues to challenge the Board when necessary.

Awais Quadre has brought some valuable
ideas to this year's race, namely his focus
on mental health. But his lack of experience
doesn't give us much confidence he can carry
them out. With only five meetings held per
year, it would be next to impossible for Quadre to learn enough about the Board and how
it operates in time to implement his goals.

REFERENDA
SASC funding
The Sexual Assault Support Centre (SASC) is a vital resource for
students at UBC. But over its 17
years of operation its funding
has remained stagnant while its
services have expanded massively. The AMS has committed
to bringing up a fee raise for the
SASC every year until it is passed
to ensure the SASC has long-term
financial
sustainability. Vote
"yes" to ensure the SASC has the
funding to continue to grow its
important work supporting survivors and preventing sexual violence.

AMS Bylaw changes
The proposed changes to the AMS
Bylaws are bundled into one omnibus question, making it an all-ornothing choice we cannot in good
faith endorse. We are concerned

about the proposal to allow the
AMS to draft a policy limiting the
release of records that could be
"harmful to the financial or economic" interests of the society.
The AMS is asking students to
trust it with a records transparency policy they haven't even seen
yet — and based on our experiences requesting records that are currently available to the public, the
society hasn't earned that trust.
Students should vote "no" to this
referendum due to the risk that
such a policy could make most
important information of public
interest completely unavailable. If
the AMS wants to earn the trust of
students, proposing these changes
separately next year would be a
good place to start.

continue to support Indigenous
cultural events, student initiatives and students themselves
through scholarships and bursaries. Concerns have been raised
about vagueness in how this fund
is allocated, but we trust that Indigenous students know what
they need most. By voting "yes,"
you are supporting the self-determination of Indigenous students
at UBC to decide how they best
need to be supported, and that is
something we can get behind.

Campus culture +
performance fee
We recommend that you vote

"yes" to the CCP fee restructuring, as the plan won't cost students any more money but will
allow more organizations to apply for pre-existing funding. This
would provide more opportunities for inclusive and accessible
events, and would help enrich
UBC arts, culture and performance on campus.

fordability — you might just get
some fly digs out ofthe deal, too.

Graduating class fee
Do you like paying fees that never
get used? Vote "yes" to decreasing
the graduating class fee, which has
gone underutilized for a while. You
can buy yourself a coffee with the
$4 you save in your graduating year.

Thrift shop fee

U-Pass

For less than a cup of coffee per
year, you can support the establishment of a permanent thrift shop on
campus to reduce waste and save
money on essentials. Vote "yes"
if you value sustainability and af-

Do you like not paying $174 per
month for an all-zone transit pass?
Thought so. Vote "yes" to continue
the U-Pass agreement and ensure
reliably affordable transit for UBC
students until 2 0 2 5 . 1

Indigenous Student Fund fee
With funding through this fee,
the Indigenous Committee can

Become an information profeiisional with a

Master of Library &
Information Studies
Start your career journey today.
slais.ubc.ca/info
Apply by June 15 to join us in January

2020.
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45 "West Side Story" role;
46 Evening affair;
47 Greek god of sleep;
49 Continue steadily;
50 Cropped up;
51 Norwegian king;
52 Stirfry pan;
53 Geneva's river;
56 Act badly;
61 Peer Gynt's mother;
62 Miscellany;
63 Sluggish;
64 Fashion designer's monogram;
65 Correct;
66 Doughnut-shaped surface;
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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22 Love, to Luigi;
24Situated at the limen;
28 Expel;
30 Rough design;
31 Arrived;
32 Actress MacDowell;
33 Examining carefully;
37 Digit of the foot;
38 Musical drama;
39 Scratch up;
40 Kingdom in SE Africa;
43 Burning gas;

lEasy
:
6 Scruffs;
11 Delicious!:
14 Bird homes:
15 Cop
;
16Spud bud;
17 Litmus reddeners;
18 Rendezvous;
19 Mohawksporting actor;
20 Historical periods;
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lSanta_ _winds:
2 Jiffy;
3 Letter before omega;
4
be my pleasure!;
5 Spirit;
6 Present at birth;
7 Auto loan figs.;
8 Wield;
9SomeMITgrads;
10 Diabolical;
11 Office notes;
12 Incense gum;
13 Parcel (out);
21 It's a bit of cheer:
23 Ho Chi
City;
24 Atty.tobe exams;
25 Tell me about it!;
26 Euripides tragedy:
27 Lord, is
?;
28 Flat slab of wood;
29 Name on a razor;
31 Actress Davis;
33 Tiffs;
34 Japanese porcelain;
35 Titles;
36 Welcome;
38 Hodgepodge;

50 On vacation;
51 Getting
years;
54 Easter entree;
55 Mined mineral;
576, on a phone;
58
the fields we go..
59 Play about Capote;
60 French connections:

Dr. Harry Ho

Dr. Peter Lam
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La medecine, un choix d'avenir
Etudier a I'Universite d'Ottawa

Places reservees au programme francophone de medecine
un programme francophone de medecine
un environnement bilingue
un programme innovateur ou la technologie
fait partie integrante de la formation

des places reservees pour les etudiants de
I'Atlantique, de I'Ouest et desTerritoires
un appui financier pour retourner faire
certains stages pratiques chez-vous

A I'Universite d'Ottawa, le Consortium national de formation en sante (CNFS) contibue a offrir
un acces accru a des programmes d'etudes dans le domaine de la sante, aux francophones
issus des collectivites en situation minoritaire. cnfs.ca

medecine.uOttawa.ca
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CONSORTIUM NATIONAL
fP DE FORMATION EN SANTE

Volet Universite d'Ottawa
La presente initiative a ete rendue possible grace
a la contribution financierede Sante Canada.

u Ottawa
Faculte de medecine
Faculty of Medicine

